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GROUNDWATER MODELING 
 
Key definitions for terms used in this document: 
 
NREPA: The Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act,  

1994 PA 451, as amended 
Part 201: Part 201, Environmental Remediation, of the NREPA 
Part 213: Part 213, Leaking Underground Storage Tanks, of the NREPA 
GMP: Groundwater Modeling Program 
MDEQ: Michigan Department of Environmental Quality 
RRD: Remediation and Redevelopment Division 
Contamination: Includes hazardous substances that have been released and are 

present above criteria 
Criteria or criterion: Includes the cleanup criteria for Part 201 of the NREPA and the 

Risk Based Screening Levels as defined in Part 213 of the NREPA 
and R 299.5706a(4) 

Facility: Includes “facility” as defined by Part 201 of the NREPA and “site” 
as defined by Part 213 of the NREPA 

Release: Includes “release” as defined by both Part 201 and Part 213 of the 
NREPA 
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This document is provided to describe the appropriate use of models developed in support of 
remedial decisions at facilities with groundwater contamination.  At such facilities, models have 
been applied to evaluate many aspects of the impact of remedial or corrective actions on 
groundwater contamination including: determining the effectiveness of hydraulic containment 
systems, estimating contaminant removal rate and cleanup time, evaluating the potential impact 
to downgradient receptors such surface water bodies or potable water supply wells, and 
predicting contaminant concentrations for natural attenuation remedies. 
 
It is important to understand that models are conceptual descriptions, or approximations, that 
describe physical systems through the use of mathematical equations – they are not exact 
descriptions of physical systems or processes.  The applicability, or usefulness, of a model 
depends on how closely the mathematical equations approximate the physical system being 
modeled.  For this reason, it is necessary to have a thorough understanding of the physical 
system and the assumptions embedded in the derivation of the mathematical equations. 
 
The selection and proper use of a model also must be based on a thorough understanding of 
the importance of relevant flow or solute-transport processes at a facility, which requires proper 
facility characterization.  Proper characterization involves the collection of site-specific data that 
accurately describe the movement of groundwater and the disposition of solutes at the facility.  
However, there is a growing tendency to use values derived from the literature for most model 
parameters, even those that can be determined by conducting a focused facility investigation.  
Without proper characterization, and the collection of site-specific data, it is not possible to 
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determine whether the model equations are appropriate, or even to develop a reasonable 
model. 
 
Once a facility has been properly characterized and a model has been developed, the accuracy 
of predictions made to evaluate remedy effectiveness, or contaminant fate-and-transport, 
depends upon the degree of successful calibration and verification of the model simulations.  
Errors in the model used for predictive simulations, even though small, can result in gross errors 
in solutions projected forward in time.  Monitoring of hydraulic heads and groundwater chemistry 
will be required to assess the accuracy of predictive simulations.  The collection of these data 
during the remedial or corrective action is referred to as "performance monitoring."  
Performance monitoring is required as a means of physically measuring the actual behavior of 
the hydrogeologic system and demonstrating compliance with environmental statutes.  The 
model simulations used to predict hydraulic containment or contaminant removal are estimates 
which cannot be substituted for or used in place of measured field data for monitoring 
performance and demonstrating compliance. 
 
A model developer may want to compare the model predictions against the performance 
monitoring data and re-assess the conceptual model and model calibration.  This process is 
referred to as a “post-audit.”  Whether or not a post-audit is performed depends on whether the 
model has short- or long-term use.  For long-term applications, a post-audit may be completed 
on a continuous basis as performance monitoring data are collected.  Model conceptualization 
and calibration may be assessed and modified as needed to gain a better understanding of the 
physical and chemical processes within the aquifer system.  In this application the revised 
model can be used in support of remedy optimization; however, even with post audits and 
continued improvement in the predictive capability of  the model, remedy effectiveness will be 
based on the monitoring data collected at the site.  The model, no matter how much it is has 
been improved, cannot be used to demonstrate remedy effectiveness. 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The use of groundwater-flow models is prevalent in the field of environmental hydrogeology.  
Typically, models have been applied to predict the effectiveness of remedial or corrective 
actions or the fate-and-transport of contaminants for risk evaluation purposes.  This document 
was developed by the Groundwater Modeling Program (GMP) in the RRD, to assist 
investigators in the application and development of groundwater-flow and solute-transport 
models, and the proper documentation and presentation of simulations for models that have 
been developed in support of remedial and corrective actions. 
 
The scope of this document is to describe, in general terms: 
 

• Groundwater modeling concepts, 
• Different types of models,  
• Hydrogeological characterization needed to develop a model for a facility,  
• Groundwater modeling procedures,  
• Need for verification and performance-monitoring sampling,  
• Appropriate level of model documentation, and  
• Model review submittal procedures. 
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It is not the intent of this document to provide a detailed discussion of all groundwater modeling 
concepts or procedures, or of particular groundwater model types.  A list of selected references, 
which provide a more thorough discussion of the concepts presented in this document, is 
presented in Appendix A.  Also, a number of technical terms are used throughout this document 
when describing various aspects of groundwater modeling.  A glossary of these and other 
commonly used modeling terms and their definitions are contained in Appendix B.  The reader 
is referred to both of these appendices, either to locate a source for more information 
concerning groundwater modeling or for definitions of groundwater modeling terms. 
 
Finally, the discussion contained in this document reflects the types of models and scope of the 
model applications that are typically completed and submitted to DEQ for department review.  
As an example, most submitted models are either one dimensional analytical fate and transport 
models or multi-dimensional finite-difference groundwater flow or solute transport models using 
automated trial-and-error calibration techniques.  These models and their use are the primary 
focus of this document.  There are other types of models (Analytic Element Method or Finite 
Element), automated calibration techniques (PEST or MODFLOWP), or post-audits whose 
application appears in the hydrogeological literature; however, these model or techniques have 
seldom been applied at sites in Michigan.  As a result, these models or techniques receive only 
brief mention in this document.  The interested reader may refer to one or more of the selected 
references found in Appendix A. 
 
2.0 GROUNDWATER MODELS 
 
In general, models are conceptual descriptions or approximations that describe physical 
systems using mathematical equations – they are not exact descriptions of physical systems or 
processes.  The applicability, or usefulness, of a model depends on how closely the 
mathematical equations approximate the physical system being modeled.  In order to evaluate 
the applicability, or usefulness, of a model, it is necessary to have a thorough understanding of 
the physical system and of the assumptions embedded in the derivation of the mathematical 
equations.  A detailed discussion of the assumptions and derivations of the equations that are 
the basis of different groundwater models is beyond the scope of this document.  The reader is 
referred to the references included in Appendix A for this information (see Konikow and Grove, 
1977; Wang and Anderson, 1982; and Zheng and Bennett, 1995, among others). 
 
Groundwater models describe groundwater-flow and fate-and-transport processes using 
mathematical equations that are based on certain simplifying assumptions.  These assumptions 
typically involve the direction of flow, geometry of the aquifer, the heterogeneity or anisotropy of 
sediments or bedrock comprising the aquifer, the contaminant transport mechanisms, and 
chemical reactions.  Because of the simplifying assumptions embedded in the mathematical 
equations and the many uncertainties in the values of data required by the model, a model must 
be viewed as an approximation and not an exact duplication of field conditions.  
 
Groundwater models, however, even as approximations are a useful evaluation tool that 
groundwater hydrologists may use in support of a remedial or corrective action.  Among these 
applications are: 
 

• Estimating and tracking the possible migration pathway of groundwater contamination, 
• Design and evaluation of design of hydraulic containment and pump-and-treat systems, 
• Design and evaluation of groundwater monitoring networks, or 
• Estimation of the possible fate and migration of contaminants for risk evaluation. 
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It is important to understand general aspects of both groundwater-flow and fate-and-transport 
models to ensure that the application, or evaluation, of these models may be performed 
correctly. 
 
2.1  General Concepts 
 
2.1.1 Groundwater-Flow Models 
 
Groundwater-flow models are used to calculate the rate and direction of movement of 
groundwater through aquifers and confining units in the subsurface, and the exchange of 
groundwater between aquifers and sources and sinks, where groundwater is added or removed 
from the aquifer.  These calculations are referred to as “simulations”.  The simulation of 
groundwater-flow requires a thorough understanding of the hydrogeologic characteristics of the 
facility and the surrounding area.  A groundwater-flow model simulates the following processes: 
 

• Movement of groundwater through aquifers and confining layers, 
• Addition of groundwater by sources such as precipitation, leakage from surface water 

bodies, injection wells, infiltration galleries, etc., 
• Removal of groundwater by sinks such as pumping wells, drains, surface water bodies, 

interceptor trenches, etc., or 
• The change in hydraulic head and hydraulic gradients as a result of the addition or 

removal of groundwater by sources and sinks. 
 
The outputs from groundwater-flow model simulations are the hydraulic heads and 
groundwater-flow rates that are in equilibrium with the hydrogeologic conditions (hydrogeologic 
framework, hydrologic boundaries, initial and transient conditions, hydraulic properties, and 
sources or sinks) defined for the modeled area.   
 
Through the process of model calibration and verification, discussed in later sections of this 
document, the values of the different hydrogeologic conditions are varied to reduce the disparity 
between the model simulations and field data, and to improve the accuracy of the model.  The 
model can also be used to simulate possible future changes to hydraulic head or groundwater-
flow rates as a result of future changes in stresses on the aquifer system.  These are referred to 
as “predictive simulations.”  These are discussed in later sections of this document.  Monitoring 
of hydraulic heads, hydraulic gradients, and groundwater-flow rates (where appropriate) will be 
required to support predictive simulations using groundwater-flow models. 
 
2.1.2 Fate-and-transport Models 
 
Fate-and-transport models simulate the migration and chemical alteration of contaminants as 
they move with groundwater through the subsurface.  Fate-and-transport models require the 
development of a calibrated groundwater-flow model or, at a minimum, an accurate 
determination of the velocity and direction of groundwater-flow, which has been based on field 
data.  The model simulates the following processes: 
 

• Movement of contaminants by advection and diffusion, 
• Spread and dilution of contaminants by dispersion,  
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• Removal, or release, of contaminants by sorption, or desorption, of contaminants onto, 
or from, subsurface sediment or rock, 

• Addition or removal of contaminants by contaminant sources or sinks, and 
• Chemical alteration of the contaminant by chemical reactions which may be controlled 

by biological processes or physical-chemical reactions.  
 
The outputs from the model simulations are the contaminant concentrations, which are in 
equilibrium with the groundwater-flow system, and the geochemical conditions (described 
above) that have been defined for the modeled area.  
 
As with groundwater-flow models, fate-and-transport models should be calibrated and verified 
by adjusting values of the different hydrogeologic or geochemical conditions to reduce the 
disparity between the model simulations and field data.  This process may result in a re-
evaluation of the model used for simulating groundwater-flow if the adjustment of values of 
geochemical data does not result in an acceptable comparison with contaminant migration 
direction or rate.  Predictive simulations may be made with a fate-and-transport model to predict 
the expected concentrations of contaminants in groundwater as a result of implementation of a 
remedial or corrective action.  Monitoring of groundwater chemistry will be required to support 
predictive simulations using fate and transport models.   
 
2.2 Types of Models 
 
The equations that describe the groundwater-flow and fate-and-transport processes may be 
solved using different types of models. Some models may be exact solutions to equations that 
describe very simple flow or transport conditions (analytical model), some models may use 
exact solutions of equations that described sources and sinks and other parameters that are 
solved together using the superposition principle (analytic element model), and others may be 
approximations of equations that describe very complex conditions (numerical models).  Each 
model may also simulate one or more of the processes that govern groundwater-flow or 
contaminant migration rather than all of the flow and transport processes.  As an example, 
particle-tracking models such as MODPATH simulate the advective transport of contaminants 
but do not account for other fate-and-transport processes.  In selecting a model for use at a 
facility, it is necessary to determine whether the model equations account for the key processes 
identified at the facility.  Each model, whether it is a simple analytical model or a complex 
numerical model, may have applicability and usefulness in hydrogeological and facility 
evaluation.  Appendix D lists the model software used by the GMP, the processes simulated by 
the model, and the appropriate use of that model. 
 
2.2.1 Analytical Models 
 
Analytical models are an exact solution of a specific, greatly simplified, groundwater-flow or 
transport equation.  The equation is a simplification of more complex three-dimensional 
groundwater-flow or solute-transport equations.  Prior to the development and widespread use 
of computers, there was a need to simplify the three-dimensional equations because it was not 
possible to easily solve these equations.  Specifically, these simplifications resulted in reducing 
the groundwater-flow to one dimension and the solute-transport equation to one or two 
dimensions.  This resulted in changes to the model equations that include one-dimensional 
uniform groundwater-flow, simple uniform aquifer geometry, homogeneous and isotropic 
aquifers, uniform hydraulic and chemical reaction properties, and simple flow or chemical 
reaction boundaries.  Analytical flow models are typically steady-state and one-dimensional, 
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although some groundwater-flow models are two dimensional and some contaminant transport 
models assume one-dimensional groundwater-flow conditions and simulate transient one-, two- 
or three-dimensional transport conditions. 
 
Because of the simplifications inherent with analytical models, it is not possible to use them to 
account for field conditions that change with time or space.  This includes variations in 
groundwater-flow rate or direction, variations in hydraulic or chemical reaction properties, 
changing hydraulic stresses, or complex hydrogeologic or chemical boundary conditions.   
 
Analytical models may be best suited for the following applications:   
 

• Initial assessments where a high degree of accuracy is not needed,  
• Designing data collection plans prior to beginning field activities,  
• Assessment of well performance or impact of withdrawal from or injection to wells, 
• Estimating fluxes at boundaries, 
• An independent check of numerical model simulation results, or  
• Facilities where field conditions support the simplifying assumptions embedded in the 

analytical models. 
 
Examples of common analytical model codes that might be used for groundwater-flow or fate-and-
transport simulations would be any of the well-hydraulics models (e.g. Theis equation), the 
Domenico model, BIOSCREEN, or BIOCHLOR. 

2.2.2 Analytic Element Method Models 
 
Analytic Element Method (AEM) models are computer codes that do not require that the model 
domain be discretized into network of grid cells or elements.  The only discretization involves 
representing surface-water features as arcs or polygons.  The discharge potential for each of 
these arcs or polygons is represented by analytical solutions (elements) describing 
groundwater-flow or transport processes.  AEM’s superpose the exact solutions for each 
element resulting in a solution to a more complex groundwater-flow or solute-transport problem.   
 
However, when compared to numerical models, there are limitations inherent with AEM models.  
These include developing models that a generally limited to steady-state, two-dimensional flow, 
and generally homogeneous aquifer properties.  However, there have been modifications that 
allow for specific cases of transient flow (e.g. Theis solution for transient flow from wells), multi-
aquifer flow (e.g. quasi-3D approach in which vertical flow between aquifers is simulated using a 
leakance factor), and discrete polygons having different aquifer properties. 
 
AEM models have been used in a wide variety of applications, although the number of 
applications lags far behind the number of applications of analytical or numerical models.  Some 
of the applications where AEM models appear to be well suited include: 
 

• Capture zone or wellhead protection area delineation, 
• Simulating regional steady-state groundwater flow in homogeneous single layer aquifers, 
• Modeling local-scale flow or transport conditions, or 
• Determining regional hydrogeologic boundary fluxes for numerical models, 
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Examples of analytic element model codes that might be used for groundwater-flow or fate-and-
transport simulations are SLAEM, MLAEM, GFLOW, WinFlow, WhAEM2000, MODAEM, and 
CZAEM.  The reader is referred to Haitjema (1995), and Strack (1989, 1999, and 2003) 
(references are included in Appendix A under “Analytic Element Methods”) for a more thorough 
discussion of AEM models. 
 
2.2.3 Numerical Models 
 
Numerical models are capable of solving the more complex equations that describe 
groundwater flow and solute transport.  These equations generally describe multi-dimensional 
groundwater flow, solute transport and chemical reactions, although there are one-dimensional 
numerical models.  Numerical models use approximations (e.g. finite differences, or finite 
elements) to solve the differential equations describing groundwater flow or solute transport.  
The approximations require that the model domain and time be discretized.  In this discretization 
process, the model domain is represented by a network of grid cells or elements, and the 
duration of the simulation is represented by a series of time steps. 
 
The accuracy of numerical models depends upon the accuracy of the model input data, the size 
of the space and time discretization (the greater the size of the discretization steps, the greater 
the possible error), and the numerical method used to solve the model equations. 
 
Numerical models may be used to: 
 

• Simulate very simple one- or two- dimensional flow and transport conditions, which may 
just as easily be simulated using an analytical model,  

• Model more complex two- or three-dimensional groundwater-flow and solute-transport 
problems, 

• Simulate steady-state or transient groundwater flow or solute transport, 
• Assess regional- or local-scale flow or transport, 
• Estimate fluxes at simple or complex hydrogeologic boundaries, and 
• Simulate problems which cannot be adequately described using analytical or AEM 

models. 
 
Examples of some of the more common numerical model codes are MODFLOW, BIOPLUME II, 
BIOPLUME III, MOC, SUTRA, and FEFLOW. 
 
3.0 GROUNDWATER MODEL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
 
The following is a recommend list of steps to follow in developing either a groundwater-flow or 
fate-and-transport model: 
 

• Define the purpose and scope of the model application to the site (Purpose and Scope), 
• Characterize the hydrogeologic framework and the nature, extent and fate of 

contaminants (Facility Characterization), 
• Develop the conceptual model (Model Conceptualization), 
• Select the appropriate model software (Software Selection), 
• Calibrate the model (Model Calibration), 
• Compare the calibrated model to other field data (History Matching), 
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• Determine the sensitivity of model simulations to variation in model input parameters 
(Sensitivity Analysis), and 

• Use the model to predict the outcome of a remedial or corrective action (Predictive 
Simulation). 

 
Each of the following sections describes, in more detail, the necessary elements of each of 
these steps in the model development process. 
 
3.1 Purpose and Scope
 
The purpose and scope of the model application must be defined.  That is, the model developer 
must state the goals to be achieved by developing a model for the site.  They should also state 
the scope and limitations of the model. 
 
3.2 Facility Characterization
 
Too often insufficient site-specific data are collected prior to developing a model for a facility.  
The modeler often oversimplifies the conceptual model and relies on data derived from the 
literature or from other investigations without some demonstration that the data are even 
appropriate for conditions at the facility under investigation.  Because of this, the conceptual 
model may not be representative of field conditions or fate and transport processes at the facility 
of interest, and the model developed for the facility may not accurately simulate groundwater 
flow or contaminant fate and transport.  Without proper facility characterization, it is not possible 
to select an appropriate model code or equation, or develop a model that can be used in the 
evaluation of remedial or corrective actions.   
 
It is imperative that a thorough facility characterization be completed prior to developing a 
model.  The modeler should base the model on as much site-specific data as possible rather 
than rely on literature-based values.  At a minimum, the facility characterization should provide 
the following hydrogeological information to be used in developing a groundwater flow model: 
 

• Topographic data (including surface water elevations), 
• Presence of surface water bodies and measured or estimated stream-discharge (base 

flow) data, 
• Other hydrologic boundaries (also referred to as boundary conditions), which control the 

rate and direction of groundwater movement, 
• Regional geologic data, including well construction diagrams and soil boring logs 

depicting subsurface geology, 
• Geologic cross sections and maps (if appropriate) drawn from soil borings and well logs, 

showing the subsurface extent and thickness of aquifers and confining units 
(hydrogeologic framework), 

• Estimates of site-specific hydraulic properties of the aquifers and confining units derived 
from aquifer tests, slug tests, or cores of aquifer and confining layer material, 

• A description of the horizontal and vertical distribution of hydraulic head and hydraulic 
gradients throughout the modeled area, obtained from well measurements, for both 
beginning (initial conditions), equilibrium (steady-state conditions), and transitional 
conditions when hydraulic head may vary with time (transient conditions), if appropriate, 
and 
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• Distribution and magnitude of groundwater recharge, pumping or injection of 
groundwater, leakage to or from surface water bodies, etc. (sources or sinks, also 
referred to as “stresses”).  These stresses may be constant (unvarying with time) or may 
change with time (transient). 

 
In addition to a thorough hydrogeological investigation, the simulation of fate-and-transport 
processed requires a complete characterization of the following: 
 

• Horizontal and vertical distribution of average linear groundwater velocity (direction and 
magnitude) determined by a calibrated groundwater-flow model or through accurate 
determination of direction and rate of groundwater flow from field data, 

• Identification of site-specific contaminants (chemicals of concern),  
• Horizontal and vertical distribution of contaminants, 
• Direction and rate of contaminant migration, 
• Identification of potential downgradient receptors, 
• Location, history, dimensions, and mass loading or removal rate of chemicals by point 

sources or sinks, 
• Boundary conditions for the solute (e.g. where groundwater and solutes enter or leave 

the model domain, other than point sources or sinks), 
• Longitudinal, transverse, and vertical dispersivity (determined by calibrating fate-and-

transport model to match the measured horizontal, transverse, and vertical spread of 
contaminants downgradient of source area), 

• Distribution of electron acceptors, or transformation by-products, 
• Equations describing site-specific chemical transformation processes (determined by an 

examination of the distributions of chemicals of concern, electron acceptors, and 
transformation by-products), 

• Site-specific chemical decay rate or degradation constant (λ) (determined by an 
examination of the distribution and concentrations of the chemicals of concern and site-
specific recalcitrant chemicals),  

• Effective porosity (ηe) or total porosity (ηT) of the aquifer(s) and confining layer(s), if 
applicable, 

• Soil bulk density (ρb) of the aquifer(s) and confining layer(s) sediment, if applicable, 
• Fraction of organic carbon (foc) of the aquifer(s) and confining layer (s) sediment, if 

applicable (determined through a sufficient number of analyses for total organic carbon 
to obtain a representative average), and 

• Organic carbon/water partition coefficient (Koc) for the chemical(s) of concern. 
 
These data should be collected at both the contaminated facility and off-site between the source 
area and downgradient receptors.  All information must be presented in map, table, and/or 
graph format in a report documenting model development. 
 
It may not be possible to determine site-specific values for all parameters used in fate-and-
transport models (e.g. Koc).  When site-specific values cannot be determined, it would be 
acceptable to use conservative values obtained from literature sources.  However, it will be up to 
the investigator to provide the justification for using literature-derived values in place of  
site-specific values, the literature citation from which the parameter value was derived, and a 
demonstration that the literature-derived value is appropriate for the facility.  If literature derived 
values are used, a sensitivity analysis must be completed for all literature-derived values and a 
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“bracket-analysis” using best and worse case values for these parameters must also be presented 
for all model predictive simulations.   
 
3.3 Model Conceptualization
 
Model conceptualization is the process by which data gathered during facility characterization 
are examined to determine relevant groundwater-flow and contaminant-transport processes at a 
facility.  Completing the model conceptualization process is necessary prior to determining the 
modeling approach and which model software to use. 
 
Questions to ask in developing a conceptual model include, but are not limited to: 
 

• Are there adequate data to describe the groundwater flow directions at the facility? 
• Are there adequate data to describe the distribution of the chemicals of concern at the 

facility? 
• Can the groundwater flow or contaminant transport be characterized as one-, two- or 

three-dimensional? 
• Is the aquifer system composed of more than one aquifer, and is vertical flow between 

aquifers important? 
• Is there recharge to the aquifer by precipitation or leakage from a river, drain, lake, or 

infiltration pond? 
• Is groundwater leaving the aquifer by seepage to a river or lake, flow to a drain, or 

extraction by a well? 
• Does it appear that the aquifer's hydrogeological characteristics remain relatively 

uniform, or do geologic data show considerable variation over the facility? 
• Have the boundary conditions been defined around the perimeter of the model domain, 

and do they have a hydrogeological or geochemical basis? 
• Do groundwater-flow or contaminant-source conditions remain constant, or do they 

change with time? 
• Do chemical data show geochemical reactions taking place in on-site or off-site 

groundwater, and are the processes understood? 
• Are there receptors located downgradient of the known extent of the contaminant 

plume? 
 
Other questions related to site-specific conditions may be asked in addition to those listed 
above.  It is also necessary to assess the uncertainty in the answers to these questions.  This 
conceptualization process and assessment of conceptualization uncertainties is necessary to 
decide on the modeling approach and to determine which software to use in developing a model 
for the facility.  The conceptualization process must be completed and described in the model 
documentation report. 
 
3.4 Model Software Selection
 
After hydrogeological characterization of the facility has been completed, and the conceptual 
model developed, computer model software is selected.  The selected model should be capable 
of simulating conditions encountered at the facility.  The following general guidelines should be 
used in assessing the appropriateness of whether to use an analytical or numerical model, or 
whether the model should be capable of simulating one-, two-, or three-dimensional processes: 
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Analytical models should be used where: 
 

• Insufficient data are available to develop a more complex numerical model, and all 
that is required is an initial assessment of groundwater-flow or fate-and-transport 
processes, 

• Field data show that groundwater flow is primarily in one direction, or can be 
approximated as one-dimensional (e.g. along a streamline), 

• Field data show that contaminant transport and geochemical processes are relatively 
simple and straightforward, and 

• A screening of remedial alternatives for simple, idealized groundwater flow and 
contaminant transport conditions is needed. 

 
Analytic Element Method models should be used where: 

 
• Field data show that groundwater flow or transport processes can be represented by 

the superposition of analytical functions, 
• Groundwater flow and contaminant transport are generally horizontal within a single 

aquifer [Although there are AEM models that can simulate multi-aquifer flow (e.g. 
MLAEM)], 

• The aquifers are generally homogeneous (Some AEMs may represent 
inhomogeneity using circular or elliptical zones of different hydraulic conductivity), 

• Directions and rates of groundwater are generally in steady state and contaminant 
migration rates may change with time, and 

• There may be multiple hydraulic or chemical sources and sinks. 
 

Numerical models should be used where: 
 

• Field data show that groundwater flow or transport processes are relatively complex 
(although numerical models can be used very effectively to simulate relatively simple 
flow and transport conditions), 

• Single or multiple aquifers are present, 
• Horizontal and vertical movement of groundwater and contaminants is important, 
• Directions and rates of groundwater and contaminant migration may change with 

time, 
• There are multiple hydraulic or chemical sources and sinks, and 
• Geochemical reactions may be relatively complex (e.g. electron-acceptor-limited 

reactions, multiple chemical species or electron acceptors). 
 

A one-dimensional groundwater-flow or transport model should be used primarily for: 
  

• Initial assessments where the complexity of groundwater flow or solute transport 
processes is not known, or is assumed to be relatively simple, 

• There is only one hydraulic or chemical source or sink located along the primary flow 
path from the source of contamination, and 

• Facilities where a potential receptor is immediately downgradient of a contaminant 
source. 
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Two-dimensional models should be used for: 
 

• Problems which include one or more groundwater sources/sinks (e.g. pumping or 
injection wells, drains, rivers, etc.),  

• Facilities where the direction of groundwater flow is obviously in two dimensions (e.g. 
radial flow to a well, or single aquifer with relatively small vertical hydraulic head or 
contaminant concentration gradients),  

• Facilities at which the aquifer has distinct variations in hydraulic properties,  
• Contaminant migration problems where only the two-dimensional spread of the 

contaminant plume must be approximated (i.e., the thickness of the aquifer is small 
compared to the dimension of the area of interest and the vertical resolution of the 
contaminant plume is not important, 

• There are hydraulic and chemical sources and sinks that are distributed laterally 
within the aquifer of interest, and 

• Potential receptors are distributed laterally within the aquifer (i.e. not on a streamline 
passing through the source). 

 
Three-dimensional flow and transport models generally should be used where: 

 
• The horizontal and vertical movement of groundwater or contaminants is important, 
• The hydrogeologic conditions are relatively well known, 
• Multiple aquifers are present, 
• There are hydraulic and chemical sources and sinks that are distributed laterally and 

vertically in one or more aquifers, and 
• Potential receptors are distributed laterally and vertically in one or more aquifers. 

 
The rationale for selection of the appropriate model software should be discussed in the model 
documentation report.  The choice of model software program for use at a facility is the 
responsibility of the modeler.  Any appropriate groundwater-flow or fate-and-transport model 
software may be used provided that the model code has been tested, verified and documented, 
and is accepted in the environmental-modeling community.  However, if there are questions, it is 
recommended that the model developer contact the GMP at the beginning of the remedial 
investigation to discuss the selection of appropriate model software.  A list of the model software 
currently used by the GMP is included in Appendix D.  In the event that the software is not 
currently used by the GMP, and the software is not in the public domain, a copy of the software 
and the program documentation must be submitted to the GMP along with the model 
documentation report.  This includes analytical models that have been programmed in 
spreadsheets. 
 
3.5 Model Calibration
 
Model calibration consists of changing the values of model input parameters, within a 
reasonable range, in an attempt to match a given aquifer hydraulic state or solute behavior 
within some acceptable criteria.  This requires that field conditions at a facility be properly 
characterized.  Lack of proper characterization may result in a model that is “calibrated” to a set 
of conditions which is not representative of actual field conditions.  The calibration process 
typically involves calibrating to both steady-state and transient conditions.  With steady-state 
simulations, there are no observed changes in hydraulic head or contaminant concentration with 
time for the field conditions being modeled.  Transient simulations involve the change in 
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hydraulic head or contaminant concentration with time (e.g. aquifer test, an aquifer stressed by 
a well-field, or a migrating contaminant plume).  These simulations are needed to narrow the 
range of variability in model input data, since there are numerous choices of model input data 
values which may result in similar steady-state simulations.  Models may be calibrated without 
simulating steady-state flow conditions, but not without some difficulty. 
 
At a minimum, model calibration should include comparisons between model-simulated 
conditions and field conditions for the following data: 
 

• Hydraulic head data, 
• Hydraulic-head gradient (magnitude and direction), 
• Water mass balance, 

 
And for fate and transport models: 
 
• Solute concentrations , 
• Contaminant migration rates, 
• Contaminant migration directions, and 
• Degradation rates. 

 
These comparisons should be presented in maps, tables, and/or graphs.  Each modeler and 
model reviewer will need to use their professional judgment in evaluating the calibration results.  
There are no universally accepted “goodness-of-fit” criteria that apply in all cases.  However, it 
is important that the modeler make every attempt to minimize the difference between model 
simulations and measured field conditions.  Typically, the difference between simulated and 
actual field conditions (residual) should be less than 10 percent of the variability in the field data 
across the model domain.  Errors should be randomly distributed, such that model results are 
not biased high or low within particular regions or over the entire model domain. 
 
The modeler also should avoid the temptation of manually adjusting model input data on a scale 
that is smaller than the distribution of field data.  This process results in a model that appears to 
be calibrated but has been based on a set of model parameters that may not be supported by field 
data. 
 
It also is very important that the modeler use all available information when calibrating a model.  
As an example, a model is not calibrated if the normalized head residuals are less than 10 
percent, but the model does not accurately simulate the magnitude and direction of hydraulic-
head gradients, or contaminant migration directions. 
 
Finally, a “calibrated” model having a residual error less than 10 percent should not be 
considered accurate and without error. 
 
3.6 History Matching 
 
A second step in the calibration process is the “history-matching” process.  This process has 
been referred to by others as “model verification”.  A calibrated model uses selected values of 
hydrogeologic parameters, sources and sinks, and boundary conditions to match field 
conditions for selected calibration time periods (either steady-state or transient).  This choice of 
“calibrated” model parameters is referred to as a “realization.”  However, the choice of the 
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parameter values and boundary conditions used in the calibrated model is not unique.  There 
may be an infinite number of statistically-similar realizations that give very different predictive 
model results.  History matching uses the calibrated model to reproduce a set of historic field 
conditions, other than those used in the initial model-calibration process, in an attempt to reduce 
the number of realizations and variability in simulation results. 
 
The most common history-matching scenario consists of reproducing an observed change in 
the hydraulic head or solute concentrations over a different time period, typically one that 
follows the calibration time period.  The best scenarios for model verification are ones that use 
the calibrated model to simulate the aquifer under stressed conditions.  The process of model 
verification may result in the need for further refinement of the model.  After the model has 
successfully reproduced measured changes in field conditions for both the calibration and 
history-matching time periods, it is ready for predictive simulations.  
 
3.7 Sensitivity Analysis 
 
A sensitivity analysis is the process of varying model input parameters over a reasonable range 
(range of uncertainty in values of model parameters) and observing the relative change in model 
response.  Typically, the observed changes in hydraulic head, groundwater flow rate, or 
contaminant transport (migration rate and concentrations) are noted.  The purpose of the 
sensitivity analysis is to demonstrate the sensitivity of the model simulations to uncertainty in 
values of model input data.  The sensitivity of one model parameter relative to other parameters 
is also demonstrated.  Some common parameter estimation programs (e.g. PEST, 
MODFLOWP) incorporate a quantitative analysis of parameter sensitivity as part of the 
parameter estimation output. 
 
A sensitivity analysis may be performed at any point in the model development process.  
Perhaps the greatest utility of a sensitivity analysis is in determining the direction of future data-
collection activities.  Parameters for which the model is relatively sensitive could require 
additional characterization; model-insensitive parameters would not require further field 
characterization.  It is also useful to conduct a sensitivity analysis during predictive simulations 
to demonstrate the impact of varying pertinent model parameters on the simulation outcome. 
 
3.8 Parameter Estimation 
 
The previous three sections (Model Calibration, History-Matching, and Sensitivity Analysis) 
describe general concepts that apply whether using a non-automated or automated method of 
estimating parameter values for calibrating a model.  Automated methods (referred to as 
“Parameter Estimation” or “Inverse Modeling”) make use of techniques such as nonlinear least-
squares regression, as an example, to calibrate a model by adjusting model parameters to 
minimize the difference between measured and simulated hydraulic heads and groundwater 
flow rates.  This is the same objective as the non-automated trial-and-error approach.  However, 
the advantages of using automated methods are that: 
 

• The method quickly determines a best fit of model parameters that meet the modelers 
calibration criteria, 

• The quality of the calibration may be quantified, 
• Data deficiencies are identified, and the need to collect or the worth of additional data 

may be quantitatively assessed, 
• Confidence limits may be placed on parameter values or model predictions, 
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• Parameter sensitivities are determined, 
• Extreme model parameter correlation may be identified, and 
• Provide a means of quantitatively comparing alternate conceptual models. 

 
Some of the more common parameter estimated computer programs used are PEST, 
MODFLOWP, and UCODE.  The reader is referred to Doherty (2002), Hill (1992), or Poeter and 
Hill (1998) (references listed under “Parameter Estimation” in Appendix A) for a more thorough 
description of these computer codes and the methods used for parameter estimation. 
 
4.0 PREDICTIVE SIMULATIONS 
 
Predictive simulations may be used to estimate the hydraulic response of an aquifer, the 
possible migration pathway of a contaminant, the contaminant mass removal rate from an 
aquifer, or the concentration of a contaminant at a point of compliance at some future point in 
time.  The predictive simulations must be viewed as estimates, not certainties, to aid the 
decision-making process.  As an example, the design of a groundwater remediation system may 
be based on predictive model simulations.  A model may be used to predict the number of 
extraction wells and pumping rates needed to capture a contaminant plume and to estimate the 
contaminant concentration of the extracted groundwater.  However, monitoring of hydraulic 
heads and contaminant concentrations must be used to verify hydraulic containment and 
remediation of the contaminant plume. 
 
Predictive simulations are based on the conceptual model developed for the facility, the values 
of hydrogeological or geochemical parameters used in the model, and on the equations solved 
by the model software.  Errors in values of model parameters, or differences between field 
conditions and the conceptual model or model equations will result in errors in predictive 
simulations.  Models are calibrated by adjusting values of model parameters until the model 
response closely reproduces field conditions within some acceptable criteria, in an attempt to 
minimize model error.  However, the time period over which a model is calibrated is typically 
very small, especially when compared to the length of time used for predictive simulations.  
Relatively small errors observed during the time period over which the model calibration or 
history matching was performed may be greatly magnified during predictive simulations 
because of the greater time period length typically used in predictive simulations.  The growth in 
errors resulting from projecting model stimulations into the future need to be evaluated by 
monitoring field conditions over the time period of the predictive simulation, or until appropriate 
cleanup criteria have been achieved.   
 
Because even a well-calibrated model is often based on insufficient data or oversimplifications, 
there will be errors and some degree of uncertainty in predictive models.  For this reason, all 
model predictions should be expressed as a range of possible outcomes that reflect the 
uncertainty in the most sensitive model parameter values.  As an example, model predictions 
should be presented using a “bracketing-type” analysis in which the range of model input 
parameters are varied from least conservative to most conservative, rather than presenting a 
single model prediction.  In addition, the final predictive simulations on which remedial decisions 
are based should be conservative.  That is, given the uncertainty in model input parameters and 
the corresponding uncertainty in predictive model simulations, model simulations which result in 
a reasonable “worst-case” simulation should form the basis of design.  Site-specific data should 
be used to support a more reasonable worst-case scenario.  Or stated another way, site-specific 
data should be collected to limit the range of uncertainty in predictive models so that “worst-
case” simulations are not unreasonable. 
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5.0 MODEL PREDICTIONS AND PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
 
Once calibrated, a groundwater-flow or fate-and-transport model may be applied to evaluate 
changes in a number of different hydrogeologic or chemical conditions at environmental 
contamination facilities.  Some of the typical model applications are to predict the change in 
hydraulic heads or groundwater flow directions as a result of changes in hydraulic stresses (e.g. 
increases in pumping rates, etc), evaluate the effectiveness of a remedial or corrective action, or 
estimate the migration pathway and concentrations of contaminants in groundwater.  However, 
errors in the model, even though small, can result in gross errors in solutions projected forward 
in time.  It is for this reason that, in addition to remedy assessment, performance monitoring is 
required to compare future field conditions with model predictions to assess model error. 
 
A model may be considered part of the facility compliance requirements if specified as part of a 
Remedial Action Plan (RAP), Corrective Action Plan (CAP), Interim Action Designed to Meet 
Criteria, or negotiated settlement.  However, a model cannot provide verification of remedy 
effectiveness (e.g., hydraulic containment of a contaminant plume or estimation of the chemical 
concentration at the point of human or environmental exposure).  At best, a model can only 
provide an estimate of the relative effectiveness of a remedial or corrective action.  Verification 
of actual performance must be demonstrated by the measurement of appropriate field data.  
Performance monitoring is required as a means of physically measuring the actual behavior of 
the hydrogeologic system and demonstrating compliance with environmental statutes.  This is 
consistent with the Risk Based Corrective Action (RBCA) process.  ASTM guidelines state that 
“Predictive modeling is not used in the RBCA process as a substitute for site-specific verification 
data” (ASTM Standard E 1739-95 (2002), Appendix X3.4.3).   
 
The degree of performance monitoring required at a facility depends on the conditions or 
actions that have been simulated and the associated level of risk to the downgradient receptors.  
With any performance monitoring plan and network, there should be a sufficient number of 
sampling locations that are properly distributed to verify model simulation results.  Monitoring 
wells that are installed to investigate the possible extent of a contaminant plume often are not 
appropriately located to monitor the performance of a remedy.  For this reason, it is very likely 
that additional nested monitoring wells (individual wells screened at different vertical depths) will 
be required to verify remedy performance effectiveness and model simulation results. 
 
Examples of model simulation outcomes and the required elements of an effective performance 
monitoring plan are contained in the following sections. 
  
5.1 Hydraulic Containment 
 
A model simulating effective hydraulic containment of a contaminant plume by a pump-and-treat 
system, for a given constant pumping rate, would show the following: 
 

• Simulated hydraulic gradients toward the extraction wells over an area greater than the 
delineated extent of contamination, and 

• Simulated declining chemical concentrations in monitoring wells located downgradient of 
the simulated extent of capture shortly after the establishment of the capture zone. 

 
A proper performance monitoring plan to verify model predictions and remedy effectiveness 
would consist of the following: 
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• Monitoring of pumping rates to makes sure that actual pumping rates are equal to, or 

exceed, those used in the model. 
• Measurement of hydraulic heads in all monitoring wells to show hydraulic gradients 

toward the extraction wells over an area larger than the delineated extent of 
contamination.  Additional piezometers or monitoring wells must be installed if a 
sufficient number of wells are not available to measure heads, especially between the 
extraction wells and the downgradient extent of capture.  It is not permissible to use 
water levels measured in pumping wells for this purpose. 

• Collection of groundwater samples in monitoring wells located beyond the simulated 
extent of capture.  Chemical concentrations in groundwater at these points should show 
a declining trend with time.  Additional monitoring wells must be installed if there is not a 
sufficient number of monitoring wells properly located immediately beyond the 
downgradient extent of capture. 

 
5.2 Contaminant Removal
 
Some remedial or corrective actions may include removal of contaminated groundwater to 
reduce the overall chemical concentrations within the plume.  Model simulations of an effective 
contaminant removal remedy would show the following: 
 

• An overall declining trend in chemical concentrations within the delineated extent of 
groundwater contamination, and 

• Declining chemical concentrations at locations beyond the downgradient extent of the 
zone of contaminant removal, and 

• No increase in chemical concentrations at locations where previous sampling had 
indicated no detectable or very low detectable concentrations of site-specific chemicals. 

 
A proper performance monitoring plan to verify model predictions and remedy effectiveness 
would consist of the following: 
 

• Monitoring of pumping rates to make sure that actual pumping rates are equal to, or 
exceed, those used in the model. 

• Collection of groundwater samples from the extraction system.  Chemical concentrations 
in extracted groundwater and the mass of chemicals removed by the extraction system 
should show a declining trend with time. 

• Collection of groundwater samples in monitoring wells located within the delineated 
extent of the contaminant plume.  Overall, the concentrations of chemicals in 
groundwater should show a declining trend with time. 

• Collection of groundwater samples in monitoring wells located beyond the simulated 
extent of capture or at a compliance boundary.  In locations where groundwater 
contamination exists, chemical concentrations in groundwater at these points should 
show a declining trend with time.  At the compliance boundary, chemical concentrations 
in groundwater should not show concentrations that exceed applicable compliance 
criteria.  Additional monitoring wells must be installed if an insufficient number of 
monitoring wells are located, and evenly distributed, immediately beyond the 
downgradient extent of contaminant removal. 
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5.3 Natural Attenuation
 
Model simulations of an effective natural attenuation remedy should show that the contaminant 
plume is stable or shrinking through the following: 
 

• Declining concentrations of the chemicals of concern in all monitoring wells located 
within the delineated extent of groundwater contamination,  

• Declining concentrations in appropriate electron acceptors where degradation is the 
primary attenuation mechanism, 

• Increasing concentrations of degradation by-products where degradation is the primary 
attenuation mechanism, and 

• No increase in chemical concentrations in monitoring wells located beyond the 
delineated extent of the stabilized contaminant. 

 
Facilities at which natural attenuation has been simulated would require extensive monitoring of 
appropriate chemical parameters and hydraulic heads.  A proper performance monitoring plan 
to verify model predictions and remedy effectiveness would consist of the following: 
 

• Collection of groundwater samples from all performance monitoring wells located within 
the contaminant plume.  Samples would be analyzed for all appropriate chemicals of 
concern, degradation by-products, and appropriate field parameters.  Chemical 
monitoring would be required at a sufficient number of locations to evaluate the 
migration or mass removal of contaminants.  Sample results should compare well with 
simulation results. 

• Collection of groundwater samples from all performance monitoring wells located 
beyond the downgradient extent of the contaminant plume.  Samples would be analyzed 
for all appropriate chemicals of concern, degradation by-products, and appropriate field 
parameters.  Chemical monitoring would be required at a sufficient number of locations 
to evaluate the potential for downgradient migration of contaminants.  Sample results 
should compare well with simulations results and show no downgradient migration of 
chemicals of concern above appropriate compliance criteria. 

• Hydraulic-head measurements would be required to verify groundwater and contaminant 
migration directions. 

• Additional monitoring wells must be installed if an insufficient number of monitoring wells 
are located, and evenly distributed, within, and along the migration path of the 
contaminant plume, and immediately beyond the downgradient extent of the stabilized 
contaminant plume. 

 
Further details on monitoring natural attention are contained in RRD Operational Memorandum 
No 4, Attachment 8, Monitored Natural Attenuation. 
 
5.4 Potential Impact to Downgradient Receptors
 
Models may be used to show the potential for impact to downgradient receptors such as potable 
water supply wells or surface water bodies (e.g. lakes and streams).  The simulation results 
would show the following: 
 

• Concentration distribution between the contaminant source area and the downgradient 
receptor. 
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• The expected concentration at the downgradient receptor. 
 
A properly-designed performance monitoring plan to verify the model would consist of the 
following: 
 

• Collection of groundwater samples from all wells located between the contaminant 
source area and the downgradient receptor.  These wells should be located along and 
perpendicular to the primary migration path of the contaminant plume.  Samples would 
be analyzed for all appropriate chemicals of concerns, pertinent degradation by-
products, and appropriate field parameters.  Chemical monitoring would be required at a 
sufficient number of horizontal and vertical locations to evaluate the migration rate, 
dispersion, or mass removal rate of contaminants.  Sample results should compare well 
with simulation results. 

• Collection of groundwater samples along a compliance boundary upgradient of the 
receptor.  Samples would be analyzed for all appropriate chemicals of concern, pertinent 
degradation by-products, and appropriate field parameters.  Chemical monitoring would 
be required at a sufficient number of horizontal and vertical locations to evaluate the 
potential impact to the receptor.  Sample results should compare well with simulation 
results. 

• Hydraulic-head measurements would be required to verify groundwater and contaminant 
migration directions. 

• Additional monitoring wells must be installed if an insufficient number of monitoring wells 
are located, and evenly distributed within, and along the migration path of the 
contaminant plume, and along a compliance boundary upgradient of the receptor. 

 
5.5 Impact on Surrounding Hydrology 
 
A model may also be used to simulate the impact of pumping from a groundwater-extraction 
well on the hydrology of nearby surface water bodies, wetlands, or groundwater levels within the 
same or adjacent aquifers.  Model simulations might show the following: 
 

• Simulated declines in groundwater levels in the region surrounding the extraction well, 
and 

• Simulated decrease in groundwater discharge rates to surface-water bodies or wetlands, 
or an increase in groundwater recharge rates from surface-water bodies or wetlands. 

 
A proper performance monitoring plan to verify model predictions for assessing the impact of a 
groundwater extraction well would consist of the following: 
 

• Monitoring of pumping rates to makes sure that actual pumping rates are equal to those 
used in the model. 

• Measurement of hydraulic heads in all monitoring wells and stage elevations in surface-
water bodies or wetlands, if applicable, prior to the beginning of groundwater extraction 
to show “base-line” water level conditions.  Additional piezometers, monitoring wells or 
staff gages must be installed if there are not a sufficient number of wells or staff gages 
available to measure water levels on a regional basis, especially between the extraction 
well(s) and the nearest areas of potential conflict.  The areas of potential conflict might 
be existing groundwater-supply wells, surface-water bodies, or wetlands.   
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• Measurement of hydraulic heads in all monitoring wells and stage elevations in surface-
water bodies or wetlands, if applicable, after the beginning of groundwater extraction to 
show the impact of groundwater pumping on regional water levels.  These data should 
be collected on a regular basis, for a sufficiently long time period, to show the long-term 
impact of development on water levels. 

• It is also beneficial to locate monitoring points in areas beyond the expected zone of 
influence (ZOI) of the extraction well.  Water levels should be measured at these points 
before and after groundwater pumping has begun.  The purpose of these monitoring 
points is to determine background fluctuations in water levels so that such fluctuations 
might be “removed” from the performance monitoring data. 

 
6.0 MODEL POST AUDITS 
 
Following model calibration, predictions are made with the model assuming that the cause-and-
effect relationship between stresses and aquifer response are accurately characterized in the 
model.  However, this assumption is seldom correct since there are typically too few data 
representing a relatively-short time interval with which to characterize the hydrogeology or to 
calibrate the model.  Also, the physical or chemical processes taking place in the aquifer system 
have been overly simplified in the model; and, predicted stresses on the aquifer system and the 
impact of boundary conditions may differ significantly from past or present conditions.  Results 
reported in the literature show that these model “shortcomings” often result in predictive 
simulations that do not compare well with field data collected at the site.  At this point in the 
project, a modeler may want to compare the model predictions against the performance 
monitoring data and re-assess the conceptual model and model calibration.  This process is 
referred to as a “Post-Audit.”   
 
Whether or not a post audit is performed depends on the intended short- and long-term use of 
the model.  For many facilities a model is used either for remedy-screening or design purposes.  
In these cases, it may not be necessary to perform a post audit since remedy effectiveness will 
be assessed and remedy modifications will be made on the basis of performance monitoring 
data and not model simulations.  There are a relatively-few, larger-scale sites for which a model 
may be developed for long-term use.  In these applications, a post audit may be completed on a 
continuous basis as performance monitoring data are collected.  Model conceptualization and 
calibration may be assessed and modified as needed to gain a better understanding of the 
physical and chemical processes within the aquifer system.  If, after several post-audits, it can 
be demonstrated that the model is capable of accurately simulating flow and transport 
conditions within the aquifer system of interest, the model, along with the field data, may be 
used to optimize the performance monitoring network. However, even with post audits and 
continued improvement in the predictive capability of the model, remedy effectiveness will be 
based on the monitoring data collected at the site.  The model, no matter how much it has been 
improved, cannot be used to demonstrate remedy effectiveness.   
 
7.0 DOCUMENTATION OF GROUNDWATER-FLOW  

AND FATE-AND-TRANSPORT MODELS 
 
A groundwater model developed for a facility, whether an analytical or numerical model, should 
be described in sufficient detail so that the model reviewer may determine the appropriateness 
of the model for the situation that is simulated.  Submittal of a model documentation report and 
model datasets (in digital format) is required. 
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7.1 Report
 
Groundwater modeling documentation must provide a problem definition, present 
conceptualization of the site hydrogeology and the data or information used to develop this 
conceptualization, and detail the process by which the model was selected, developed, 
calibrated, verified and utilized.  A report documenting the development and application of the 
model must be presented to the MDEQ for review.  The report should include all data used in 
developing and calibrating the model, and the results of all pertinent model simulations.  This 
information should be included in text, table and figure format.  A suggested report format is 
described in Appendix C. 
 
Additional information may be required in the model documentation report.  Examples are work 
plans for additional facility characterization where model simulations show data deficiencies, or 
groundwater monitoring plans, proposals, or recommendations to collect data needed to verify 
model predictions.   Other data may be required, depending on the conditions at the facility.  
These additional subjects should be addressed within the body of the report.  This may require 
additional figures and tables, or report sections. 
  
7.2 Model Review Submittal Procedures
 
Any model simulations upon which remedial decisions are made must be verified, rather than 
simply accepted.  This process of verification and review of groundwater-flow and solute-
transport models is performed by the GMP, in the MDEQ, RRD.  A copy of the model dataset in 
digital format must be provided as part of model documentation by the party responsible for 
developing the model.  The datasets for the different simulations (model calibration, history 
matching and predictive simulations) must be provided and clearly labeled.  If a model is used 
that is proprietary and not currently supported by the GMP, it may be necessary for the modeler 
to provide a copy of the model software for model review purposes only.  The copy of this model 
software will be returned after model review has been completed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following document is rescinded with the issuance of this attachment: 

• Storage Tank Division Operational Memorandum No. 10, Presentation of Tier 2 and 3 
Groundwater Modeling Evaluations, dated November 4, 1997 

 
 
 
 
 
This memorandum and its attachments are intended to provide direction and guidance to foster 
consistent application of Part 201 and Part 213 of NREPA and the associated administrative 
rules.  This document is not intended to convey any rights to any parties or create any duties or 
responsibilities under the law.  This document and matters addressed herein are subject to 
revision. 
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Appendix A. 

 
Suggested References 

 
The following references are grouped into general categories related to modeling. This list is 
intended to provide background information for staff so that they may develop a better 
understanding of different aspects of groundwater and fate-and-transport modeling.  This 
reference list is not meant to be all inclusive. 
 
A
 

nalytic Element Models 
Haitjema, H.M., 1995.  Analytic Element Modeling of Groundwater Flow.  Academic Press, San 

Diego, 394 p. 
 
Strack, O.D.L., 1989.  Groundwater Mechanics.  Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 

732 p. 
 
_____, 1999.  Principles of the Analytic Element Method.  Journal of Hydrology, Vol. 226, pp. 

128-138. 
 
_____, 2003.  Theory and Applications of the Analytic Element Method.  Reviews of 

Geophysics, Vol. 41, no. 2. 
 
B
 

oundary Conditions 
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), 1987.  Standard Guide for Defining 

Boundary Conditions in Ground-Water Flow Modeling.  ASTM Standard D 5609-94, 4 p. 
 
Franke, O.L., Reilly, T.E., and Bennett, G.D., 1987.  Definition of Boundary and Initial Conditions 

in the Analysis of Saturated Ground-Water Flow Systems - An Introduction.  U.S. Geological 
Survey Techniques of Water-Resources Investigations, Book 3, Chapter B5. 

 
C
 

onceptual Model Development 
ASTM, Standard Guide for Developing Conceptual Site Models for Contaminated Sites.  ASTM 

Standard E 1689-95, 8 p. 
 
Franke, O.L., G.D. Bennett, T.E. Reilly, R.L. Laney, H.T. Buxton, and R.J. Sun, 1991.  Concepts 

and Modeling in Ground-water Hydrology - A Self-Paced Training Course.  U.S. Geological 
Survey Open-File Report 90-707. 

 
Kolm, K.E., 1993.  Conceptualization and Characterization of Hydrologic Systems.  GWMI 93-

01, International Ground Water Modeling Center, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, 
Colorado. 

 
F
 

ate-and-Transport Processes 
Anderson, M.P., 1984.  Movement of Contaminants in Groundwater: Groundwater Transport-

Advection and Dispersion, in Groundwater Contamination, Studies in Geophysics.  National 
Academy Press, Washington D.C., pp. 429-437. 

 
Bredehoeft, J.D., and Pinder, G.F., 1973.  Mass Transport in Flowing Groundwater.  Water 

Resources Research, Vol. 9, pp. 194-210. 
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Cherry, J.A., Gillham, R.W., and Barker, J.F., 1984.  Contaminants in Groundwater: Chemical 
Process, in Groundwater Contamination, Studies in Geophysics.  National Academy Press, 
Washington D.C., pp. 46-63.  

 
Knox, R.C., Sabatini, D.A., and Canter, L.W., 1993.  Subsurface Transport and Fate Processes.  

Lewis Publishers, Boca Raton, Florida, 430 p. 
 
G
 

roundwater-Flow Processes 
Bear, J., 1979.  Hydraulics of Groundwater.  McGraw-Hill, New York, 567 p. 
 
Bennett, G.D., 1976.  Introduction to Ground-Water Hydraulics - A Programmed Text for Self-

Instruction.  Techniques of Water-Resources Investigations of the United States Geological 
Survey, Book 3, Chapter B2, 172 p. 

 
Domenico, P.A., 1972.  Concepts and Models in Groundwater Hydrology.  McGraw-Hill,  

New York, 405 p. 
 
Freeze, R.A., and P.A. Witherspoon, 1966.  Theoretical Analysis of Regional Groundwater-flow: 

1. Analytical and Numerical Solutions to the Mathematical Model.  Water Resources 
Research, Vol. 2, No. 4, pp. 641-656. 

 
_____, 1967.  Theoretical Analysis of Regional Groundwater-flow: 2. Effect of Water-Table 

Configuration and Subsurface Permeability Variation.  Water Resources Research, Vol. 3, 
No. 2, pp. 623-634. 

 
Toth, J., 1963.  A Theoretical Analysis of Groundwater-flow in Small Drainage Basins.  Journal 

of Geophysical Research, Vol. 68, pp. 4795-4812. 
 
G
 

roundwater Modeling - General 
ASTM, Standard Guide for Application of a Ground-Water Flow Model to a Site-Specific 

Problem.  ASTM Standard D 5447-93, 6 p. 
 
_____, Standard Guide for Subsurface Flow and Transport Modeling.   ASTM Standard D 5880-

95, 6 p. 
 
Anderson, M.P. and W.W. Woessner, 1992.  Applied Groundwater Modeling.  Academic Press, 

Inc., San Diego, CA., 381 p. 
 
Bear, J., and A. Verruijt, 1987.  Modeling Groundwater-Flow and Pollution.  D. Reidel Publishing 

Company, 414 p. 
 
Franke, O.L., Bennett, G.D., Reilly, T.E., Laney, R.L., Buxton, H.T., and Sun, R.J., 1991.  

Concepts and Modeling in Ground-Water Hydrology – A Self-Paced Training Course.   
U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 90-707. 

 
Kinzelbach, W., 1986, Groundwater Modelling:  An Introduction with Sample Programs in 

BASIC.  Elsevier, New York, 333 p. 
 
Pinder, G.F., and J.D. Bredehoeft, 1968.  Application of the Digital Computer for Aquifer 

Evaluation.  Water Resources Research, Vol. 4, pp. 1069-1093. 
 
Wang, H.F. and M.P. Anderson, 1982.  Introduction to Groundwater Modeling.  W.H. Freeman 

and Company, San Francisco, CA, 237 p. 
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I
 
nitial Conditions 

ASTM, Standard Guide for Defining Initial Conditions in Ground-Water Flow Modeling.  ASTM 
Standard D 5610-94, 2 p. 

 
Franke, O.L., Reilly, T.E., and Bennett, G.D., 1987.  Definition of Boundary and Initial Conditions 

in the Analysis of Saturated Ground-Water Flow Systems - An Introduction.  U.S. Geological 
Survey Techniques of Water-Resources Investigations, Book 3, Chapter B5. 

 
M
 

odel Calibration and History Matching 
ASTM, Standard Guide for Calibrating a Ground-Water Flow Model Application.  ASTM 

Standard D 5918-96, 6 p. 
 
_____, Standard Guide for Comparing Ground-Water Flow Model Simulations to Site-Specific 

Information.  ASTM Standard D 5490-93, 7 p. 
 
Bredehoeft, J.D., and Konikow, L.F., 1993.  Ground-Water Models:  Validate or Invalidate.  

Ground Water, Vol. 31, No. 2, pp. 178-179. 
 
Fryberg, D.L., 1988.  An Exercise in Ground-Water Model Calibration and Prediction, Ground 

Water, Vol. 26, No. 3, pp. 350-360. 
 
Hassan, A.E., 2004.  Validation of Numerical Ground Water Models Used to Guide Decision 

Making.  Ground Water, Vol. 42, No. 2, pp. 277-290. 
 
Konikow, L.F., 1978.  Calibration of Ground-Water Models, in Verification of Mathematical and 

Physical Models in Hydraulic Engineering.  American Society of Civil Engineers, New York, 
pp .87-93. 

 
Konikow, L.F., and J.D. Bredehoeft, 1992.  Groundwater Models Cannot be Validated.  

Advances in Water Resources, Vol. 15, pp. 75-83. 
 
M
 

odel Documentation 
ASTM, Standard Guide for Documenting a Ground-Water Flow Model Application.  ASTM 

Standard D 5618-94, 4 p. 
 
N
 

umerical Methods  
Huyakorn, P.S., and G.F. Pinder, 1983.  Computational Methods in Subsurface Flow.  Academic 

Press, New York, 473 p.  
 
Lapidus, L., and G. F. Pinder, 1999.  Numerical Solution of Partial Differential Equations in 

Science and Engineering.  John Wiley & Sons, New York, 677 p. 
 
Remson, I., Hornberger, G.M., and F.J. Molz, 1971.  Numerical Methods in Subsurface 

Hydrology. John Wiley & Sons, New York, 389 p. 
 
Smith, G.D., 1978.  Numerical Solution of Partial Differential Equations:  Finite Difference 

Methods.  Oxford University Press, 304 p. 
 
P
 

arameter Estimation 
Doherty, J., 2002.  PEST: Model Independent Parameter Estimation, User’s Manual, 5th edition.  

Watermark Numerical Computing. 
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Hill, M.C., 1992.  A Computer Program (MODFLOWP) for Estimating Parameters of a Transient, 
Three-Dimensional Groundwater Flow Model Using Nonlinear Regression.  U.S. Geological 
Survey Open File Report 91-484, 358 p. 

 
Poeter, E.P., and Hill. M.C., 1997.  Inverse Models:  A Necessary Next Step in Groundwater 

Modeling.  Ground Water, Vol. 35, No. 2, pp. 250-260. 
 
__________, 1998.  Documentation of UCODE, A Computer Code for Universal Inverse 

Modeling.  U.S. Geological Survey Water-Resources Investigations Report 98-4080, 116 p. 
 
_______, 1998.  Methods and Guidelines for Effective Model Calibration.  U.S. Geological 

Survey Water-Resources Investigations Report 98-4005, 90 p. 
 
P
 

article Tracking 
Pollock, D.W., 1988.  Semianalytical Computation of Path Lines for Finite Difference Models.  

Ground Water, Vol. 26, No. 6, pp. 743-750. 
 
Shafer, J.M., 1987.  Reverse Pathline Calculation of Time-Related Capture Zones in 

Nonuniform Flow.  Ground Water, Vol. 25, No. 3, pp. 283-289. 
 
Zheng, C., 1991.  PATH3D, A Ground-Water Path and Travel-Time Simulator, User’s Manual, 

S.S. Papadopulos & Associates, Inc. Bethesda, MD. 
 
Post-Audits 
 
Alley, W.M., and P.A. Emery, 1986.  Ground Water Model of the Blue River Basin, Nebraska – 

Twenty Years Later.  Journal of Hydrology, Vol. 85, pp. 225-249. 
 
Andersen, P.F., and S. Lu, 2003.  A Post Audit of a Model-Designed Ground Water Extraction 

System.  Ground Water, Vol. 41, No. 2, pp. 212-218. 
 
Konikow, L.F., 1986.  Predictive Accuracy of a Ground-Water Model – Lessons from a 

Postaudit.  Ground Water, Vol. 24, No. 2, pp. 173-184. 
 
_______, 1995.  The Value of Postaudits in Groundwater Model Applications, in Groundwater 

Models for Resource Analysis and Management, A.I. El-Kadi (ed.).  Lewis Publishers, Boca 
Raton, Florida, pp. 59-78. 

 
Konikow, L.F., and M. Person, 1985.  Assessment of Long-Term Salinity Changes in an 

Irrigated Stream-Aquifer System.  Water Resources Research, Vol. 21, N0. 21, pp. 1611-
1624. 

 
Konikow, L.F., and L.A. Swain, 1990.  Assessment of Predictive Accuracy of a Model of Artificial 

Recharge Effects in the Upper Coachella Valley, California, in Selected Papers on 
Hydrogeology from the 28th International Geological Congress, Vol. 1.  E.S. Simpson and 
J.M. Sharp (eds).  International Association of Hydrogeologists.  Hanover, Germany:  Heinz 
Heise Verlag. 

 
Person, M., and L.F. Konikow, 1986.  Recalibration and Predictive Reliability of a Solute-

Transport Model of an Irrigated Stream-Aquifer System.  Journal of Hydrology, Vol. 87, pp. 
145-165. 

 
Stewart, M., and C. Langevin, 1999.  Post Audit of a Numerical Prediction of Wellfield 

Drawdown in a Semiconfined Aquifer System.  Groundwater, Vol. 37, No. 2, pp. 245-252. 
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P
 

redictive Simulations 
Fryberg, D.L., 1988.  An Exercise in Ground-Water Model Calibration and Prediction.  Ground 

Water, Vol. 26, No. 3, pp. 350-360. 
 
Gleeson, T.A., 1967.  On Theoretical Limits of Predictability.  Journal of Meteorology, Vol. 6, No. 

2, pp. 213- 215. 
 
Konikow, L.F., and E.P. Patten, 1985.  Groundwater Forecasting, in Hydrological Forecasting.  

Anderson, M.G., and T.P. Burt (eds.).  John Wiley & Sons, New York, 221 p. 
 
S
 

ensitivity Analysis 
ASTM,  Standard Guide for Conducting a Sensitivity Analysis for a Ground-Water Flow Model 

Application.  ASTM Standard D 5611-94, 5 p. 
 
Solute-Transport Modeling 
 
Anderson, M.P., 1979.  Using models to simulate the movement of contaminants through 

groundwater-flow systems.  CRC Critical Review in Environmental Control, No. 9, pp. 97-
156. 

 
Anderson, M.P. and W.W. Woessner, 1992.  Applied Groundwater Modeling.  Academic Press, 

Inc., San Diego, CA, 381 p. 
 
ASTM,  Standard Practice for Evaluating Mathematical Models for the Environmental Fate of 

Chemicals.   ASTM Standard E 978-92, 8 p. 
 
_____,  Standard Guide for Subsurface Flow and Transport Modeling.   ASTM Standard D 

5880-95, 6 p. 
 
Bear, J., and A. Verruijt, 1987.  Modeling Groundwater-Flow and Pollution.  Kluwer Academic 

Publishers, 414 p. 
 
Konikow, L.F. and Grove, D.B., 1977.  Derivation of Equations Describing Solute Transport and 

Dispersion in Ground Water.  U.S. Geological Survey Water-Resources Investigations 77-
19, 30 p. 

 
Reilly, T.E., Franke, O.L., Buxton, H.T., and G.D. Bennett, 1987.  A Conceptual Framework for 

Ground-Water Solute-Transport Studies with Emphasis on Physical Mechanisms of Solute 
Movement.  U.S. Geological Survey Water-Resources Investigation Report 87-4191, 44 p. 

 
Wang, H.F. and M.P. Anderson, 1982.  Introduction to Groundwater Modeling.  W.H. Freeman 

and Company, San Francisco, CA, 237 p. 
 
Zheng, C., and G.D. Bennett, 1995.  Applied Contaminant Transport Modeling.  Van Nostrand 

Reinhold, New York, 440 p. 
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Appendix B. 
 

Glossary of Modeling Terms 
 
Absorption - dissolving or mixing of a substance in gaseous, liquid or solid form with 
groundwater. 
 
A
 

dsorption - adherence of molecules in solution to the surface of solids. 

Adsorption Isotherm - the graphical representation of the relationship between the solute 
oncentration and the mass of the solute species adsorbed on the aquifer sediment or rock. c

 
Advection - the process by which solutes are transported by moving groundwater.  This is also 
alled convective transport. c

 
Analytical Element Model – a numerical procedure for modeling groundwater flow that defines 
sources, sinks, and parameters as complex variables, called “analytic elements” that are solved 
ogether by the Method of Superposition. t

 
Analytical Model - a mathematical model generally assuming homogeneous aquifer properties, 
uniform flow direction and hydraulic gradient, uniform aquifer thickness, with simple upper and 

wer boundaries, and lateral boundaries are placed at an infinite distance. lo
 
Anisotropy - the condition of having different values of a property (e.g. hydraulic conductivity) 
in different directions in geologic materials.  This is especially apparent in fractured bedrock or 
layered sediment.  Anisotropy is generally addressed in a model by aligning the major axis of 
he model grid along the principal directions of the anisotropy. t

 
Aquifer - a geologic formation, group of formations, or part of a formation that is saturated and 

 capable of providing a significant quantity of water. is
 
Aquifer, Confined - an aquifer bounded above and below by confining beds in which the 

ydraulic head is above the top of the aquifer. h
 
Aquifer, Unconfined - an aquifer that has a hydraulic head surface (water table) which is in 

quilibrium with atmospheric pressure. e
 
Area of Influence of a Well - the area surrounding a well over which the potentiometric surface 
has changed as the result of pumping groundwater from or recharging groundwater to an 
aquifer.  Same as Zone of Influence.  This is not to be confused with the capture area of a 

ell. w
 
Base Flow - the part of stream flow that is attributable to long-term discharge of groundwater to 
the stream.  This part of stream flow is not attributable to short-term surface run off, precipitation 

r snow melt events. o
 
Biodegradation, Aerobic - decomposition of organic matter by microorganisms in the presence 

f free oxygen.  The decomposition end-products include carbon dioxide and water. o
 
Biodegradation, Anaerobic - decomposition of organic matter by microorganisms in the 
absence or near absence of free oxygen.  Other electron acceptors than oxygen are used by 
bacteria in this decomposition process.  The decomposition end-products are enriched in 
arbon. c

 
Boundary Condition - a mathematical statement specifying the dependent variable (e.g. 
hydraulic head) at the boundaries of the modeled domain which contain the equations of the 
mathematical model.  Examples are Specified Head, Specified Flux, or Mixed Boundaries. 
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Calibrated Model - a model for which all residuals between calibration targets and 
corresponding model outputs, or statistics computed from residuals, are less than pre-set 

cceptable values. a
 
Calibration - the process of refining the model representation of the hydrogeologic framework, 
hydraulic properties, and boundary conditions to achieve a desired degree of correspondence 
between the model simulations and observations of the groundwater-flow system, which 

cludes both measured hydraulic head and flux. in
 
Calibration Target - measured, observed, calculated, or estimated hydraulic heads or 
groundwater-flow rates that a model must reproduce, at least approximately, to be considered 
alibrated. c

 
Capillary Fringe - the basal region of the vadose zone comprising soil or sediments that are 
saturated, or nearly saturated, near the water table, gradually decreasing in water content with 
increasing elevation above the water table.  The thickness of the capillary fringe is a function of 
the soil or sediment properties.  Finer grained soil or sediment will have a greater capillary fringe 
hickness than coarse grained soil or sediment. t

 
Cell - also called element, a distinct one- two- or three-dimensional model unit representing a 
discrete portion of a physical system with uniform properties assigned to it. 
 
Computer Code (computer program) - the assembly of numerical techniques, bookkeeping, 
and control language that represents the model from acceptance of input data and instructions 
o delivery of output.  Examples:  MODFLOW, BIOSCREEN, MT3D, etc. t

 
Concentration Gradient - the rate of change in solute concentration per unit distance at a 

iven point and in a given direction. g
 
Conceptualization Error - a modeling error where model formulation is based on incorrect or 

sufficient understanding of the modeled system. in
 
Conceptual Model - an interpretation of the characteristics and dynamics of an aquifer system 
which is based on an examination of all available hydrogeological data for a modeled area.  This 
includes the external configuration of the system, location and rates of recharge and discharge, 
location and hydraulic characteristics of natural boundaries, and the directions of groundwater-
flow throughout the aquifer system. 
 
Cone of Depression - a depression of the potentiometric surface that develops around a well 
hat is being pumped. t

 
Confining Bed (Confining Unit) - a hydrogeologic unit of less permeable material bounding 

ne or more aquifers.  Synonymous with aquitard, aquiclude, and aquifuge. o
 
C
 

onstant-Head Boundary - see Specified Head Boundary. 

Constant-Head Node - a location in the discretized groundwater-flow model domain (node) 
where the hydraulic head remains the same over the time period considered; see also 

pecified Head Boundary. S
 
Contaminant Fate - chemical changes and reactions that change the chemical nature of the 
contaminant. 
 
Contaminant Transport Model - a model describing the movement of contaminants in the 

roundwater. g
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Contaminant Transport Velocity - is the rate in which contamination moves through an 
quifer. a

 
Degradation Constant - term used to address the decay of contaminant concentration due to 
actors other than dispersion or diffusion. f

 
Diffusion - process by which ions or molecules move in a random manner, because of their 
thermal kinetic energy, from areas of high solute concentrations to areas of low concentration in 
he direction of the solute concentration gradient.  Also referred to as molecular diffusion. t

 
Diffusion Coefficient - a constant of proportionality which relates the mass flux of a solute to 
the solute concentration gradient. 
 
Discretization - is the process of subdividing the continuous model and/or time domain into 
discrete segments or cells.  Algebraic equations which approximate the governing flow and/or 
ransport equations are applied to each segment or cell. t

 
Dispersivity - a scale dependent property of an aquifer that determines the degree to which a 
dissolved constituent will spread in flowing groundwater.  Dispersivity is comprised of three 

irectional components - longitudinal, transverse and vertical. d
 
Dispersion - process by which some of the water molecules and solute molecules travel more 
rapidly than the average linear velocity and some travel more slowly due to the heterogeneity of 
hydraulic conductivity; spreading of the solute in the direction of the groundwater-flow 
longitudinal dispersion) or direction perpendicular to groundwater-flow (transverse dispersion).  (

 
Dispersion Coefficient - (1) a measure of the spreading of a flowing substance due to the 
nature of the porous medium, with its interconnected channels distributed at random in all 
directions; (2) the sum of the coefficients of mechanical dispersion and molecular diffusion in a 

orous medium. p
 
Distribution Coefficient - the quantity of the solute, chemical or radionuclide sorbed by the 
solid per unit weight of solid divided by the quantity dissolved in the water per unit volume of 

ater. w
 
Drawdown - the vertical distance the potentiometric surface is lowered due to the removal of 

ater from a hydrogeologic unit. w
 
Eh - also known as redox potential.  Eh is a numerical measure of the intensity of oxidation or 
reducing conditions.  A positive potential indicates oxidizing conditions and a negative potential 

dicates reducing conditions. in
 
Elevation Head - that part of hydraulic head which is attributable to the elevation of a 

easuring point (e.g. mid-point of a well screen) above a given datum (e.g. NAVD88). m
 
Equipotential Line - a line connecting points of equal hydraulic head (potential).  A set of such 
nes provides a contour map of a potentiometric surface. li

 
Facility Characterization – For purposes of this document:  (1) a general term applied to the 
investigation activities at a specific location that examines natural phenomena and human-
induced conditions important to the resolution of environmental, safety and water resource 
issues; (2) means the program of exploration and research, both in the laboratory and in the 
field, undertaken to establish the geologic conditions and the ranges of those parameters of a 
particular facility relevant to the program.  Facility characterization includes geophysical testing, 
borings, surface excavations, excavation of exploratory shafts, limited subsurface lateral 
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excavations and borings and in situ testing at depth needed to determine the suitability of the 
acility. f

 
Field Characterization - a review of historical, on- and off-site, as well as surface and sub-
surface data and the collection of new data to meet project objectives; field characterization is a 

ecessary prerequisite to the development of a conceptual model. n
 
Finite-Difference Method (FDM) - a discretization technique for solving a partial differential 
equation (PDE)  by  (1) replacing the continuous domain of interest by a finite number of 
regular-spaced mesh- or grid-points (i.e., nodes) representing volume-averaged sub-domain 
properties; and (2) by approximating the derivatives of the PDE for each of these points using 
finite differences; the resulting set of linear or nonlinear algebraic equations is solved using 
direct or iterative matrix-solving techniques. 
 
Finite-Element Method (FEM) - similar to finite-difference method with the exception that (1) 
the mesh may consist of regular or irregular-spaced grid points which may have irregular 
shapes; and (2) the PDE is approximated using the method of weighted residuals to obtain a set 
of algebraic equations.  These algebraic equations are solved using direct or iterative matrix-
olving techniques. s 

Finite-Difference Model - a type of numerical model that uses a mathematical technique called 
the finite-difference method to obtain an approximate solution to the governing partial differential 

quation (in space and time). e
 
Finite-Element Model - a numerical model that uses a mathematical technique called the finite-
element method to obtain an approximate solution to the governing partial differential equation 
in space and time). (

 
Flow Path - the subsurface course a water molecule or solute would follow in a given 

roundwater velocity field. g
 
Flux - the volume of fluid or mass of a contaminant crossing a unit cross-sectional surface area 

er unit time. p
 
G
 

roundwater - that part of the subsurface water that is in the saturated zone. 

Groundwater Basin - a groundwater system that has defined boundaries and may include 
more than one aquifer of permeable materials, which are capable of furnishing a significant 
water supply.  Note - a basin is normally considered to include the surface area and the 
permeable materials beneath it.  The surface-water divide need not coincide with a groundwater 
divide. 
 
Groundwater Discharge - the water released from the zone of saturation; also the volume of 

ater released. w
 
G
 

roundwater Flow - the movement of water in the zone of saturation. 

Groundwater-Flow Model - an application of a mathematical model to represent a regional or 
site-specific groundwater-flow system. 
 
Groundwater-Flow System - a water saturated aggregate of aquifers and confining units in 
which water enters and moves and which is bounded by a basal confining unit that does not 
allow any vertical water movement and by zones of interaction with the earth’s surface and with 
surface water systems.  A groundwater-flow system has two basic hydraulic functions: it is a 
reservoir for water storage, and it serves as a conduit transmitting water from recharge to 
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discharge areas.  A groundwater-flow system may transport dissolved chemical constituents 
nd heat. a

 
Groundwater-Modeling Code - the computer code used in groundwater modeling to represent 
a non-unique, simplified mathematical description of the physical framework, geometry, active 

rocesses, and boundary conditions present in a reference subsurface hydrologic system. p
 
Head (Total, Hydraulic Head) - the height above a datum plane (such as sea level) of the 
column of water that can be supported by the hydraulic pressure at a given point in a 
groundwater system.  In a well, it is the elevation of the height of water in a well above the mid-
point of a well screen (Pressure Head) plus the elevation of the mid-point of the well screen  
Elevation Head). (

 
H
 

ead-Dependent Boundary – see Mixed Boundary.  

H
 

eterogeneity - a characteristic of a medium in which material properties vary spatially. 

H istory Matching – see Model Verification. 
Homogeneity - a characteristic of a medium in which material properties are identical 
everywhere. 
 
Hydraulic Conductivity  - a constant of proportionality which relates the rate of groundwater-
flow to the hydraulic-head gradient. It is a property of the porous media (Intrinsic Permeability) 
and the density and viscosity of the water moving through the porous media.  It is defined as the 
volume of water at the existing kinematic viscosity that will move in a unit time under unit 
hydraulic gradient through a unit area measured at right angles to the direction of low.  
Estimated by, in order of  preference, aquifer tests, slug tests, grain size analysis. 
 
Hydraulic Gradient - the change in total hydraulic head per unit distance of flow at a given 

oint and in the direction of groundwater-flow. p
 
Hydraulic head  - the height above a datum plane (such as sea level) of the column of water 
that can be supported by the hydraulic pressure at a given point in a groundwater system.  For a 
well, the hydraulic head is equal to the distance between the water level in the well and the 

atum plane. d
 
Hydraulic Properties - properties of soil and rock that govern the entrance of water and the 
capacity to hold, transmit and deliver water, e.g. porosity, effective porosity, specific retention, 
permeability and direction of maximum and minimum permeability. 
 
H
 

ydrologic Boundaries - physical boundaries of a hydrologic system. 

Hydrologic Unit - geologic strata that can be distinguished on the basis of capacity to yield and 
transmit fluids.  Aquifers and confining units are types of hydrologic units.  Boundaries of a 
hydrologic unit may not necessarily correspond either laterally or vertically to lithostratigraphic 
ormations. f

 
Impermeable Boundary - the conceptual representation of a natural feature such as a fault or 
depositional contact that places a boundary of significantly less-permeable material laterally 
adjacent to an aquifer. 
 
Intrinsic Permeability - a term describing the relative ease with which a porous medium can 
transmit a liquid under a hydraulic gradient or potential gradient.  It is distinguished from 
hydraulic conductivity in that it is a property of the porous medium alone and is independent of 
the nature of the liquid or the potential field. 
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Inverse Method - a method of calibrating a groundwater-flow model using a computer code to 
ystematically vary inputs or input parameters to minimize residuals or residual statistics. s

 
Kriging - a geostatistical interpolation procedure for estimating spatial distributions of model 
inputs from scattered observations. 
 
Leakage - (1) the flow of water from one hydrogeologic unit to another.  The leakage may be 
natural, as through semi-impervious confining layer, or human made, as through an uncased 

ell; (2) the natural loss of water from artificial structures as a result of hydrostatic pressure. w
 
Leakance - (1) the ratio of the vertical hydraulic conductivity of a confining unit divided by its 
thickness; (2) the rate of flow across a unit (horizontal) area of a semi-pervious layer into (or out 
of) an aquifer under one unit of head difference across this layer.  Synonymous with “coefficient 

f leakage”. o
 
Leaky Aquifer - aquifers, whether artesian or water table, that lose or gain water through 

djacent less permeable layers. a
 
Mathematical Model - a set of mathematical equations expressing the physical system and 
including simplifying assumptions; (b) the representation of a physical system by mathematical 

xpressions from which the behavior of the system can be deduced with known accuracy. e
 
Mixed Boundary – is a linear combination of head and flux at a boundary.  An example of  a 

ixed boundary is leakage between a river and an underlying aquifer. m
 
Model - an assembly of concepts in the form of mathematical equations that portray an 

nderstanding of a natural phenomenon. u
 
Model Construction - the process of transforming the conceptual model into a mathematical 
model with hydraulic parameters.  Model construction requires a-priori selection of a computer 
code. 
 
Model Grid - system of connected nodal points superimposed over the problem domain to 
spatially discretize the problem domain into cells (finite-difference method) or elements (finite-

lement method) for the purpose of numerical modeling. e
 
M
 

odeling - the process of formulating a model of a system or process. 

Model Input - the coefficients, system parameters, forcing terms, auxiliary conditions and 
program control parameters required to apply a computer code to a particular problem. 
 
M
 

odeling Objectives - the purpose(s) of a model application.  

Model Verification - in model application:  a) the procedure of determining if a (site-specific) 
model’s accuracy and predictive capability lie within acceptable limits of error by tests 
independent of the calibration data; b) in model application:  using the set of parameter values 
and boundary conditions from a calibrated model to acceptably approximate a second set of 
ield data measured under similar hydrologic conditions.  Also referred to as History Matching. f

 
Node (Nodal Point) - in a numerical model, a location in the discretized model domain where a 
dependent variable (hydraulic head) is computed. 
 
No-Flow Boundary - model boundary which is a Specified-Flux Boundary where the 
assigned flux is equal to zero.  May correspond to a streamline or groundwater divide.  Also see 

oundary Condition. B 
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Numerical Methods - in subsurface fluid flow modeling, a set of procedures used to solve the 
groundwater-flow equations in which the applicable partial differential equations are replaced by 
a set of algebraic equations written in terms of discrete values of dependent variables (e.g. 
hydraulic head) at discrete points in space and time.  The most commonly used numerical 
methods in groundwater models are the finite-difference method, the finite-element method, the 

oundary-element method, and the analytic-element method. b
 
Numerical Model - in subsurface fluid flow modeling, a mathematical model that uses 

umerical methods to solve the governing equations of the applicable problem. n
 
Numerical Solution - an approximate solution of a governing (partial) differential equation 
derived by replacing the continuous governing equation with a set of equations in discrete points 
of the model’s time and space domains. 
 
Optimization – the process of determining the absolute or global minimum of an objective 
function (e.g. minimize head residual, maximize pumping rate, maximize hydraulic gradient 
magnitude, etc.) subject to appropriate constraints (e.g. bounds on values of independent 
parameters such as hydraulic conductivity, groundwater recharge rates, groundwater pumping 
rates, etc.).  May apply to Parameter Estimation Models or Groundwater Management 

odels. M
 
Parameter - any of a set of physical properties which determine the characteristics or behavior 

f a system. o
 
Parameter Estimation Model (inverse model) - a computer code for determination of selected 
unknown parameters and stresses in a groundwater system, given that the response of the 
system to all stresses is known and that information is available regarding certain parameters 

nd stresses. a
 
Partitioning Function - a mathematical relation describing the distribution of a solute between 
olution and other phases. s

 
Peclet Number -  a relationship between the advective and diffusive components of solute 
transport expressed as the ratio of the product of the average interstitial velocity, times the 
characteristic length, divided by the coefficient of molecular diffusion; small values indicate 

iffusion is the dominant transport process, large values indicate advection dominance. d
 
Perched Ground Water - unconfined groundwater separated from an underlying body of 
ground water by an unsaturated zone. 
 
Percolation - the movement of water through the vadose zone, in contrast to infiltration at the 

nd surface and recharge across the water table. la
 
P
 

iezometric Surface - see Potentiometric Surface 
Porosity, Total - the ratio of the volume of void spaces in a rock or sediment to the total volume 

f the rock or sediment. o
 
Porosity, Effective - (1) the ratio of the volume of the voids of a soil or rock mass that can be 
drained by gravity to the total volume of the mass; (2) the amount of interconnected pore space 
and fracture openings available for the transmission of fluids, expressed as the ratio of the 
volume of interconnected pores and openings to the volume of rock. 
 
Post-Audit – the process of comparing model predictions against the field data or performance 
monitoring data to re-assess the accuracy of the conceptual model and model calibration. 
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Post-processing  - using computer programs to analyze, display and store results of model 
imulations. s

 
Potentiometric Surface - an imaginary surface representing the hydraulic head of 
groundwater.  The water table is a particular potentiometric surface.  In cases where the head 
varies with depth in the aquifer, a potentiometric surface is meaningful only if it describes the 
hydraulic head along a particular specified surface or stratum in that aquifer.  More than one 

otentiometric surface is required to describe the distribution of  head in this case. p
 
Pre-processing - using computer programs to assist in preparing data sets for use with generic 
simulation codes; may include grid generation, parameter allocation, control parameter 
selection, and data file formatting. 
 
Pressure Head - the head of water at a point in a porous system; negative for unsaturated 
systems, positive for saturated systems.  Quantitatively, it is the water pressure divided by the 
pecific weight of water. s

 
Reaction Path Modeling - a simulation approach to studying the chemical evolution of a 
(natural) system. 
 
Recharge, Groundwater - the process of water addition to the saturated zone usually from 

recipitation and percolation through the unsaturated zone to the water table. p
 
Residual - the difference between the model-computed and field-measured values of a 
ariable, such as hydraulic head or groundwater-flow rate, at a specific time and location. v

 
Retardation Factor - is used to simulate the resistance of the contamination to move through 
the groundwater aquifer due primarily to sorption of the contaminant to aquifer solids or 
entrapment of the contaminant in “dead-end” pores or fractures.  A factor of one (1) represents 
the least resistance while increasing values show increasing resistance. 
 
Saturated Zone - that part of the subsurface beneath the regional water table in which all voids, 

rge and small, are filled with water under pressure greater than atmospheric. la 
Seepage Face - a physical boundary segment of a groundwater system along which 
groundwater discharges to ground surface and which is present when a water-table surface 
ends at the downstream external boundary of a flow domain; along this boundary segment, of 
which the location of the upper end is a-priori unknown, water pressure equals atmospheric 
pressure and hydraulic head equals elevation head.  Commonly referred to as “seeps” or 
“springs”. 
 
Semi-Analytical Model - a mathematical model in which complex analytical solutions are 
evaluated using approximate techniques, resulting in a solution discrete in either the space or 
ime domain. t

 
Sensitivity - the variation in the value of one or more output variables (such as hydraulic heads) 
or quantities calculated from the output variables (such as groundwater-flow rates) due to 
changes in the value of one or more inputs to a groundwater-flow model (such as hydraulic 
properties or boundary conditions). 
 
Sensitivity Analysis - a procedure based on systematic variation of model input values (1) to 
identify those model input elements that cause the most significant variations in model output; 
and (2) to quantitatively evaluate the impact of uncertainty in model input on the degree of 
calibration and on the model’s predictive capability. 
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Simulation - in groundwater modeling, one complete execution of a groundwater modeling 
computer program, including input and output.  Simulation is sometimes also used broadly to 
efer to the process of modeling in general. r

 
Sink - in subsurface fluid flow modeling, a process whereby, or a feature from which, water is 

xtracted from the groundwater-flow system. e
 
S
 

oil Bulk Density - the mass of dry soil per unit volume bulk soil. 

Solubility - the total amount of solute that will remain indefinitely in a solution maintained at 
constant temperature and pressure in contact with the solid crystals from which the solutes were 
derived. 
 
Solute-Transport Model - application of a model to represent the movement of chemical 
pecies dissolved in groundwater. s

 
Sorption - (1) a general term used to encompass the process of absorption and adsorption; (2) 
all processes which remove solutes from the fluid phase and concentrate them on the solid 
phase of the medium. 
 
Source - a process, or a feature, from which, water, vapor, NAPL, solute, or heat is added to 
he groundwater or vadose-zone flow system. t

 
Source of Contaminants - the physical location (and spatial extent) of the source 
contaminating the aquifer; in order to model fate-and-transport of a contaminant, the 
haracteristics of the contaminant source must be known or assumed. c

 
Source Loading - the rate at which a contaminant is entering the groundwater system at a 
pecific source. s

 
Specific Capacity - the rate of discharge from a well divided by the drawdown of the water level 
within the well at a specific time since pumping started. 
 
Specific Discharge - the rate of discharge of groundwater per unit area of a porous medium 
measured at perpendicular to the direction of groundwater-flow.  Synonymous with flow velocity, 

arcian velocity, and specified flux. d
 
Specific Storage - the volume of water released from, or taken into, storage per unit volume of 
the porous medium per unit change in head. 
 
Specific Yield - the ratio of the volume of water that the saturated rock or soil will yield by 
gravity to the volume of the rock or soil.  In the field, specific yield is generally determined by 
tests of unconfined aquifers and represents the change that occurs in the volume of water in 
storage per unit area of unconfined aquifer as the result of a unit change in head.  Such a 
change in storage is produced by draining or filling of pore space and is, therefore, mainly 

ependent on particle size, rate of change of the water table, and time of drainage. d
 
Specified-Flux Boundary - model boundary condition in which the groundwater flux is 
pecified; also called fixed or prescribed flux, or Neumann boundary condition. s

 
Specified-Head Boundary (Constant Head) - a model boundary at which the hydraulic head is 
pecified;  also called fixed or prescribed head, or Dirichlet boundary condition. s

 
Steady-State Conditions - a condition in which system inputs and outputs are in equilibrium so 
that there is no net change in the system with time. 
 
Steady-State Flow - a characteristic of a groundwater or vadose-zone flow system where the 
magnitude and direction of specific discharge at any point in space are constant in time. 
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Storage Coefficient - the volume of water an aquifer releases from or takes into storage per 
unit surface area of the aquifer per unit change in head.  For a confined aquifer, the storage 
coefficient is equal to the product of the specific storage and aquifer thickness.  For an 

nconfined aquifer, the storage coefficient is approximately equal to specific yield. u
 
S
 

torativity - see Storage Coefficient. 
Superposition Principle - the addition or subtraction of two or more different solutions of a 
governing linear partial differential equation (PDE) to obtain a composite solution of the PDE.  
As an example, the superposition of drawdown caused by a pumping well on a regional , non-
pumping potentiometric surface. 
 
Transient Conditions - a condition in which system inputs and outputs are not in equilibrium so 
hat there is a net change in the system with time. t

 
Transient Flow - a condition that occurs when, at any location in a groundwater or vadose-zone 
low system, the magnitude and/or direction of the specific discharge changes with time. f

 
Transmissivity - the volume of water at the existing kinetic viscosity that will move in a unit time 
under a unit hydraulic gradient  through a unit width of the aquifer.  It is the product of the 

ydraulic conductivity multiplied by the aquifer thickness. h
 
Unsaturated Zone - the zone between the land surface and the water table that may include 
the capillary fringe.  Water in this zone is generally under less than atmospheric pressure and 
some of the voids may contain air or other gases at atmospheric pressure.  Beneath flooded 

reas or in perched water bodies the water pressure locally may be greater than atmospheric. a
 
V
 

adose zone - see Unsaturated Zone. 

Vadose zone Flow System - an aggregate of rock, in which both water and air enters and 
moves and which is bounded by rock that does not allow any water movement, and by zones of 
interaction with the earth’s surface, atmosphere and surface water systems.  A vadose zone 
flow system has two basic hydraulic functions:  it is a reservoir for water storage and it serves as 
a conduit by facilitating the transmission of water from intake to discharge areas, integrating 
various inputs and dampening and delaying the propagation of responses to those inputs.  A 
adose zone flow system may transport dissolved chemical constituents and heat. v

 
V
 

elocity, Darcian - See Specific Discharge. 

Velocity, Average Interstitial - the average rate of groundwater-flow to interstices expressed 
as the product of hydraulic conductivity and hydraulic gradient divided by the effective porosity.  

ynonymous with average linear groundwater velocity, or effective velocity. S
 
Water Mass Balance - an inventory of the different sources and sinks of water in a 

ydrogeologic system.  In a well-posed model, the sources and sinks should balance. h
 
Water table - the surface of a groundwater body at which the water pressure equals 

tmospheric pressure.  Earth material below the water table is saturated with water. a
 
Zone of Saturation - a hydrologic zone in which all the interstices between particles of geologic 
material or all of the joints, fractures, or solution channels in a consolidated rock unit are filled 
with water under pressure greater than that of the atmosphere. 
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Appendix C. 

 
Groundwater Model Application and Documentation Checklist 

 
The purpose of this checklist is to identify the suggested elements for applying a groundwater 
model to a facility and for properly documenting the groundwater model.  It is intended to assist 
DEQ staff in ensuring that a groundwater model submitted to the DEQ for review has been 
applied correctly and the documentation contains all the elements necessary for DEQ review.  
This checklist can also be provided to groundwater modelers to inform them of the process and 
suggested tasks that should be completed prior to submitting a model to the DEQ for review.  
Some of the elements identified in this checklist may not be applicable to a particular situation.  
Justification for omission of elements should be provided to DEQ prior to model development. 
  
The suggested elements for applying and documenting a groundwater modeling application are 
as follows: 
 

1. Model Conceptualization Meeting – Prior to developing a model, during the work plan 
development stage of a project, it often is useful for the model developer to meet with 
the MDEQ GMP Manager and the MDEQ Project Manager.  The purpose of this meeting 
is to discuss the facility issues, develop a conceptualization of the facility hydrogeology, 
select a model program which is appropriate for the issues and hydrogeology, and 
develop an approach for applying a model for the facility.  A work plan outlining the 
approach discussed in the conceptualization meeting should be prepared.   

 
2. Work Plan Review – The work plan prepared by the model developer which describes 

the proposed application of a model to a facility should be submitted to the GMP for 
review. 

 
3. Groundwater Modeling Guidance – The groundwater model developer should review 

the Operational Memorandum No. 4, Attachment 7, Groundwater Modeling.  The 
purpose of this review is to acquaint the modeler with concepts that should be used in 
the model development and application process.  A copy of the document may be 
downloaded from the Groundwater Modeling Program web page at 
www.michigan.gov/deq (follow the quick links in the left column to “WATER”, and then  
“Groundwater Modeling, or enter the URL = http://www.michigan.gov/deq/0,1607,7-135-
3313_21698---,00.html) or from the RRD home page http://www.michigan.gov/deqrrd 
under the “Operational Memoranda” section.  Any questions regarding this document or 
work plan development should be addressed to the GMP through the MDEQ Project 
Manager. 

 
4. Model Documentation Report 

 
Recommended Format for Model Documentation Report 

 
 Problem Statement and Model Application Goals - Provide a brief description of the 

problem(s) to be addressed and the purpose and goal of the model application. 

 Hydrogeologic Characterization - Provide a detailed description, in text, tables and 
figures, of the hydrogeologic framework, hydrologic boundaries, hydraulic properties, 

http://www.michigan.gov/deq
http://www.michigan.gov/deq/0%2c1607%2c7-135-3313_21698---%2c00.html
http://www.michigan.gov/deq/0%2c1607%2c7-135-3313_21698---%2c00.html
http://www.michigan.gov/deqrrd
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hydraulic head distribution and hydraulic stresses of the modeled area.  Processes 
for determining hydraulic properties should be described in detail. 

 Contaminant Characterization - Provide a detailed description, in text, tables and 
figures, of the nature (identified chemicals and media-type that are impacted) and 
horizontal and vertical extent of contaminants in the modeled area. 

 Identification of Migration Pathways - Describe the migration of the chemicals of 
concern from the source area to the downgradient delineated extent of 
contamination.  Also describe possible migration pathways beyond the extent of 
contamination. 

 Describe the Fate-and-transport Processes – Describe, in detail, the attenuation 
processes that impact contaminant concentrations. 

 Identify Impacted or Potentially-Impacted Receptors – All impacted receptors, or 
those that have the potential to be impacted, must be identified. 

 Model Conceptualization - Provide a description of the representation of 
hydrogeologic and/or geochemical and contaminant conditions in the facility model.  
Identify the source of all the input used in the modeling, whether derived from 
published sources or measured or calculated from field or laboratory testing.  
Discuss the processes by which the calculated input parameters were generated. 

 Modeling Software Selection - Identify the model selected [type (e.g. analytical fate-
and-transport) and software (e.g. BIOSCREEN)], its version number, and describe its 
applicability and limitations as they relate to the problem to be simulated.  The model 
should be capable of simulating the hydraulic, geochemical and contaminant 
conditions at the facility. 

 Model Calibration - Describe the process by which model input parameters were 
selected to achieve a match between model-simulated conditions and field 
conditions and describe, in text tables and figures, the degree to which modeled 
conditions match actual field conditions.   

 History matching (model verification) – If appropriate, perform additional simulations 
using the calibrated model to ensure that it is capable of reproducing a different set 
of historical facility conditions.  Discuss the results of these simulations. 

 Sensitivity or Uncertainty Analysis - Report in text, tables and figures the results of a 
model sensitivity analysis that varies all appropriate model input parameters over a 
realistic range that reflects the uncertainty in the value of that parameter. 

 Predictive Simulations or Use of Model for Evaluation of Remedial Alternatives - 
Present all model predictive or remedial alternative simulations as a range of 
probable results given the range of uncertainty in model parameters. 

 Recommendations and Conclusions. 

 References – Provide references for all reports cited in the model documentation 
report. 

 Appendices – Provide data, reports, correspondence, or work plans used in support 
of the model that are not included in the body of the model documentation report. 
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Tables 
 
The following are examples of information that may be presented in table format: 
 

 Well construction details. 

 Elevation data. 

 Static, or transient, water-level elevation data. 

 Hydraulic conductivity or transmissivity test results. 

 Groundwater quality analyses. 

 Model calibration and verification results showing a comparison of measured and 
simulated calibration targets and residuals. 

 Results of sensitivity analyses showing the range of adjusted model parameters and 
resulting change in hydraulic heads or groundwater-flow rates. 

 
Other data, not listed above, may lend itself to presentation in table format.  Where 
appropriate, the aquifer for which the data apply should be clearly shown in each table. 
 
Figures 
 
All figures presented in the report should be drawn to the same scale.  That is, all maps, 
whether they are for model input data, or model simulation results, should be drawn using 
the same map scale.  This also holds for all cross sections.  The following examples are 
figures that should be provided in the model documentation report: 
 

 Regional location map with topography. 

 Accurately scaled facility map showing soil boring and well locations, facility 
topography, and other pertinent features. 

 Geologic cross sections. 

 Iso-contour maps showing the measured and simulated hydraulic-head distribution. 

 Iso-contour maps of top and/or bottom elevations of aquifers and confining units. 

 Area-wide distribution of hydraulic conductivity/transmissivity. 

 Map of area-wide recharge (if appropriate). 

 Model grid with locations of different boundary conditions used in the model. 

 Iso-contour maps of actual and simulated contaminant distribution and/or cross 
sections showing vertical distribution of contaminants (if appropriate). 

 
Other types of information, not listed above, may be presented in graphic format.  
Figures that are used to illustrate derived or interpreted surfaces such as layer bottom 
elevations and hydraulic head maps should have the data used for the interpolation also 
posted on the figures.  As an example, measured hydraulic-head maps should identify 
the observation points and the measured hydraulic-head elevation.  Similarly, the 
simulated hydraulic-head maps should locate the calibration target points and the 
residual between the measured and modeled data.   
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Additional Data or Information 
 
Additional data may be required in the model documentation report.  Examples of 
additional data are as follows: 
 

 Additional study work plans providing for the collection of additional data where 
model simulations show data deficiencies, and 

 Groundwater monitoring plans/proposals/recommendations to collect data needed to 
verify model predictions. 

 
Other data may be required, depending on the conditions at the facility.  These additional 
subjects should be reflected within the body of the report.  This may include additional 
figures, tables, or report sections. 

 
5. Model Input Files 
 

Model datasets in digital format must be provided as part of the model documentation.  The 
datasets for the different simulations (model calibration, history matching and predictive 
simulations) must be provided in digital format.  Groundwater model input files will follow a 
format determined by the model software used by the model developer.  In addition, the 
model input files may be compressed using software such as WinZip® in an attempt to store 
all data on a CD-ROM or DVD.  As with other data submittals, it is necessary to prepare a 
MODEL_FILES.TXT file which describes the content of each model input file on the CD-
ROM and the model software used to create the model data sets.

 
If a computer program is used that is proprietary and not currently supported by the 
Groundwater Modeling Program in the RRD, it may be necessary for the modeler to provide 
a copy of the model software for model review purposes only.  The copy of this model 
software will be returned after model review has been completed.  The Groundwater 
Modeling Program maintains current licenses of  Groundwater Vistas©, Visual 
MODFLOW©, and GMS© software.  Current copies of all commonly-used public domain 
software are also maintained. Please contact the Groundwater Modeling Program if this is 
an issue. 

 
6. Groundwater Model Review Request  
 

The DEQ Project Manager should fill out the Model Review Request form found on the 
Groundwater Modeling Program web page.  This form may be sent as an e-mail attachment 
to the Groundwater Modeling Program Manager. 
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Appendix D. 
 

Groundwater Model Software used by  
The MDEQ Groundwater Modeling Program 

 
This list shows the groundwater modeling software that are commonly used by consultants for 
applications in Michigan.  The first three model software are available in the public domain and 
the last three are proprietary software requiring software licenses.  Modeling software that has 
not been used, or used very infrequently, are not included in this list.  In the future, this list will 
be modified to reflect usage by the hydrogeologic modeling community. 
 
 
Software Name Model 

Type1
Groundwater-

flow 
Dimensions2

Solute 
Transport 

Dimensions3

Fate and 
Transport 

Processes4

Appropriate Use of Model5

      
BIOSCREEN A 1 3 D,R,S CE, S 
BIOCHLOR A 1 3 D,R,S CE, S 
BIOPLUME-III  N 2 2 D, E, R, S CE, CT, GF, HC, S 
GMS6 N 3 3 D, E, M, R, 

S 
CE, CT, GF, HC, PT, S 

Groundwater 
Vistas7

N 3 3 D, E, M, R, 
S 

CE, CT, GF, HC, PT, S 

Visual 
MODFLOW8

N 3 3 D, E, M, R, 
S 

CE, CT, GF, HC, PT, S 

 
1  A = Analytical model, N = Numerical model. 
2  1 = one-dimensional, 2 = two-dimensional, 3 = three-dimensional. 
3  1 = one-dimensional, 2 = two-dimensional, 3 = three-dimensional. 
4  D = first-order decay, E = Electron acceptor limited, M = multiple chemical, R = retardation, S = single 
chemical, 
5  CE = estimation of concentrations, CT = estimation of clean-up time, GF= groundwater-flow 
calculations, HC = hydraulic containment, S = alternative screening, PT = particle tracking. 
6  FEMWATER, MODFLOW, MODPATH, MT3D, PEST, RT3D, UCODE. 
7  MODFLOW, MODPATH, MT3D/RT3D, PATH3D, PEST. 
8  MODFLOW, MODPATH, MT3D, PEST. 
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Appendix E. 

 
References for Commonly Used Groundwater Modeling Software  

 
This list provides references for the groundwater modeling software that are commonly used for 
applications in Michigan.  References for modeling software that has not been used, or used 
very infrequently, are not included in this list.  In the future, this list will be modified to reflect 
usage by the hydrogeologic modeling community. 
 
BIOCHLOR 
 
Aziz, C.E., C.J. Newell, J.R. Gonzales, P. Haas, T.P. Clement, and Y-W. Sun, 2000.  

BIOCHLOR: Natural Attenuation Decision Support System User’s Manual Version 1.0.  
EPA/600/R-00/008.  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Ada, OK. 

 
Aziz, C.E., C.J. Newell, and J.R. Gonzales, 2002.  BIOCHLOR: Natural Attenuation Decision 

Support System Version 2.2 Users Manual Addendum. 
 
BIOSCREEN 
 
Newell, C.J., J. Gonzales, and R. McLeod, 1996. BIOSCREEN Natural Attenuation Decision 

Support System.  EPA/600/R-96/087.  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Ada, OK.  
 
BIOPLUME II 
 
Rifai, H.S., P.B. Bedient, R.C. Borden, and F.F. Haasbeek, 1988.  BIOPLUME II – Computer 
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